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KRUGER'S
ANSWER

riding about, nod field cornets are be
ing engnged In warning the burghers
to be In readiness at a moment's notice.
.
EVADES THE (JL'ESTIOX.

30 1809.

$2 00

Tear

Don't Hatter Where You Live
A

Cape Town, Sept. 2'J.- - The Transvasls
reply lo the lust dispatches of the lint-Issecretar of state for the Column
Mr. ChsmberUin, bus been sent from
Pretoria. It Is to the effect thst the republic strictly sdlieres to the London

OR

POSTAL CARD
TWO-CENSTAMP

h

Received In London

and

Belnfi

Considered by Cabinet
Council.
THE

NEWS

IS ALL

WARLIKE

WILL CAIlItV YOUR OiiuKU TO

ILFLFS,

convention and asks for nothing further. Tim question of the sugeniiuiy
of (treat ltritain overthe Trsnsvaal is
Dot touched upon In the dispatch.
Wool

IlONtOII.
Hoston, Sept. 2S. The wool mxrket It
111

The Plaza.

Las Vezas.

showing stronger tone and trade Is
l
We
more active. The bulk of the business
everything an J
gocJs everywhere- - ask us
continues to be conllned to territory
wools
About 7,'.HJi),xju pounds weie for anything you want oftetier tho better. Como and nee
sold of this description and somewhat
higher prices were obtained.
For line ua when you visit La,s Vegan.
medium and tine territory scoured I2s
5:ic. w
secured, while lots reached 6(a
5He.
Fleece wools are quiet.
For
washed XX and above Ohio, 31h32o was
obtained and !..i:)o. for X and above.
Michigan and llllni lleces hold steady
I ut trade Is slow. Owing to
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
the scarcity
o Australian wool prices are Domintil.
Quotations:
Unwashed medium, etc, Missouri Joshua KaYnolis
President.
quarter blood, 'i,t':Us ; braid combing,
J. W. Zoi.laus
Vice President.
lUl!0i
Territory wools Mjntana and Da- A. H. Smith,
Cashier.
kota, line medium and fine. IllalH.
scoured, 5'iü;ii); tiple, 67a5S.; V all,
Wjomlnir. tine iumIiuid and line, IHtl'Jj ;
eoured Jl52c; staple, rrt!7c; ldnlio
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
line medium and tine. ITalSc ; scoured.
45
5lh52c; medium, tSal'.tc.; scoured,
Depository of Atchison, Topcka & Santa Vc Kail-roa- d
V.
Australian, scoured basis, combing
siipertlne, HUaSio ; good, "HaHOc.; averSpecial Attention Given to New Mexico Collections.
age, ToaTio.
fc-l-

Dispatches From the Cape Continue Story of Military
Activity.
London. Sept. 29. A meeting of the
Hrltish cabinet, on whose deliberations
practically hangs war or peace In
South Africa, began this morning.
President Kruger's reply to tho last
note of the Imperial government has
now been received and will be the pivot of today's discussion.
In the meatlme dlspntches from the
Cape continue the story of military
activity In the Transvaal, Natal and
Cape Colony. The lloers are concentrating In the country contiguous to
Natal, where the first outbreak of hostilities la likely to occur. Large contingents of burghers are converging
from various parts on this probable
battle field. The excitement coutluues
at fever heat. The commandant general bas Issued a notice calling the
commanders to assemble at a specified
spot on the Natal border. The commanders from Krugersdorf, wIiobb
burghers checkmated Jameson raiders,
will embark on the trains for the frontier tonight.
There Is great activity at the war
office In Pretoria. Artillery reserves
have been called out, arrangements to
dufend the frontier are now complete
and the work of equipment Is proceeding rapidly. Uurghers rre congregating In the towns ready to Join their
commands, which, however.have strict
orders not to approach too near the
frontier and to avoid a collision with
the British orces. Iloer forces are
therefore gathering at their bases of
action a short distance from the border. Telegraphic communication between Cape Town and Pretoria has become delayed during the past couple of
days. The streets of Pretoria present
a scene of great military animation.
Armed burghers and artillerymen are

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,

The Story of Their Dentil.
Calcutta. Sept. 29 The Methodists
7VT.
whose stations and schools have suffered from the earthqunko are American missionaries. The story of the
destruction of the Ida Villa branch of
the Calcutta girls' scoool, supported by
the American Methodists waa related
Wi'l sel andbuy CaHle, Sheep, Horses.
by Miss
who saved nuny chilN. M.
Corrr.pnncfenra Hollrllml. P. II. Hoi 317. I.
dren. A landslip compelled the occupants to leave the building. Miss
tílulil guiding, the children commenced
a perilous climb, finally gaining the
Mall road. All the time the rain was
pouring down In torrents, the earth
snaking and the children terrified. Alrhln,TMa
Atlantic
Hanta fa.
K. K.
ouilmrn alllorala Hr.
tiulf, I olora.li Haul Fa It jr.
The blackness of night, falling boulders, crashing trees and fears of the
THROUGH SLEEPING CAR SERVICE TO
earthquake finally compelled the party
illlum llurlee,
to fly Into the night,
tho sole survivor of those who were Chicago, City of Mexico, Los Ang.;!es atul Saa Francisco,
caught In the landslip at Ida Villa,
alio toOALVKMTON and the principal points In Tata.
says when It was seen escape waa ImW, J IILACk.
possible the sister made all kneel In r. H. HOI'HIITON,
tí. P. T. A (ft , Tllpilil, Kanaaa.
prayer and Wuaie kneeling the houxe
ÍIKIHAL AllSKT, KL Pao,TI.
Una
All
away.
Mork
poptilarratfl
trritnit
swept
la th
was
equipped aUb ar
The estimated loss
The Hnn
slock car rnulpinaul. for rt-- ,
lull luioru.aliou atari
I. Heat Impr
lirke
to the tea fiirden proprietors la
vaiualila taita loe calila ahlppxra, arlrWa.
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local happenings.

he the proper remedy In cuso the net
of vandalism In repeated.

ttm

nf Interest Gathered Around
Saul Rosenthal, after spending sfv-- ,
era! days very pleasantly In the me-Laa Vrgas sod Vicinity.
tropollH. left lunt night for the Meadow
Icily. Mr. Rosenthal, at the recent
Daily.
From 'I'btirs
sessions of the Pythian grand lodge In
I.m:ai.a
Silver City, was elected supreme repSpecial meeting i'f 11 of L. K lo resentative, lie went from Silver City
to I.onlnlo;rg and assisted In the ded-nltflii tit. 7 pm.
of the only hall In the territory
The order of tlio Eastern Star meets Icatlon
jthat In owned by the Knights of Py
tonight.
Ithlas. says the Albuquerque Democrat.
The water w nks argument, like Joi n Mr. Rosenthal does not desire to have
any und'ie honors thrust upon him
llniwii'i soul, if i h inarching on.
and says that Mr. I". I Ilrown of this
at
the
The usual entertainment
city. now a past grand chancellor of the
111
tin
hold
not
tliib moms
K. of P. order, hns been elected sutonight. Members will accordingly preme
representative to the next regtake notice.
ular session of the supreme lodge.
ought
Members of the Otero guard
PKItüdN A L8.
not to forget the drill tomorrow night.
Mrs. Woodland, the hair dresser,
Drill will lie held for the first time In
has gone enst for a few months.
the new armory.
C. C. Hall, commission broker of
Mrs. Thomas Ross entertained her
lady friends In a handsome manner, Albuquerque, is In the city looking up
yesterday afternoon.
Cards was the trade.
program Indulged In.
At the Plaza Hotel: A. D. Whltson.
If you ara In need of printing or Albuquerque; Frank Fonde. Hereford,
binding of any kind give us a call. The Teaxs; W. A. (amo, New York.
Optic's facilities are such that we can
Mrs. M. Green Is reported as having
do It ijulck and cheap.
a serious time with her ryes and is
II.
Mrs. Paula
Tombs has purchased suffering extreme pain.
a couple of lots from John Hansom in
At the New Optic: T. F. Welsh.
the Koscnwald Sulzhachcr addition
Shoemaker: I. J. Howell, Albuquerand will build a Iiouho thereon.
que; John it. Strong, Mora; A. II.
Mrs. C. C. Clse will give a party toand W. F. Sullivan, representing
night at her handsome home In honor (rimes' Cellar Door Co.; A. D. Whltof her two Bisters, Misses Pauline and son, Albuquerque.
(race Dunlap, who are here on a visit At
the Castañeda: O. J. Schendelr,
from Denver.

l)'

i

Mnn-tezuin- a

Ha-ge-

:
Columbus, Wis.; S. W. Reynolds,
Mrs. Cal Abel and Miss Agnes
Ilos-ton-

Henry I,evy & Ilro., dry goods merchants, today unpacked a handsome
wax female figure, which they have
placed in their show window. It Is
genuine stuff and arrived here without
a mar or blemish.
liirney Daley, a well known res'dent
of this cuy, has gone to Denver, where
lie will undergo a surgicsl operation.
Mr. Daley Is suffering from cirrhosis
or enlargement of the liver.
The fail term of the normal university will beg-i- next Mondav. which is
enrollment day, A g'iodly number of
ttud't)' bive already arrividlti Las
Vegi t enter the university.
liallroid people who ar well Informihi-ed
do lint believe I hut over 110
peisoiis I nun AlbiKjuei Q iH at'ended
the ft n it r Riders reunion in Las
Henee the claim made by Albuquerque that 8 Mt i ergons attended is
inure wind than fact.
Jaik Ki diardsun, it Is elated, hn
bought the home slid lot on Railroad
avenue occupied by Itell & Wade and
after .lxlng the place up Id good shape
will open up In the saloon business,
Mr.
It la also staled, will open out
again a few doors furl her south.
Local duck hunters are already
commencing to spot the favored
haunts of the
tribe and are
considering a
scheme to
light,
portable boat for use on
build a
adjacent ponds of water. It Is estimated that a cruti suitable for all
iicciIh can bo made at a cost of $20.
.
amount com., easily raised among
the various sportsmen interested.
Home miscreant unlawfully and maliciously tore down the registration
list In third ward and took it away
with him. The act was probably done
last night, as the absence of the list
was noticed this morning by Constable
Clay, who proceeded without delay to
make another copy of the names and
rost It up. A load of buckshot would
Ye-gi- s.

web-foote-

:
lcClure, Watrous; Pedro Perea,
George J. Yotum, Chicago; C. C.
Hall, Albuquerque; C. M. Turton, Denver; Charles 11. Kehrman, St. Iouis;
Thomas Corrigan, Pueblo; II. J. Parker. Chicago; A. J. Tillman, Ilorden-town- ,
N. J.; Wm. H. Thomson, Raton.
Her-nal-

UAIMiOAIl

Fireman Turney has resigned ills
position here and will go to Chicago.
ICvery fr"g.ii locomotive hauls
tons of freight per year an average
distance of 125 miles.
Evry passenger locomotive hauls
51,471 passengers per year an average
distance of 2 j '.miles.
Harry Itowman, a good fellow and
engineer, has come back to
his regular run ou tho Las Vegas di37,-63- 4

first-clas-

s

vision.

Engineer Gllbreth has gone to the
extreme east to the city made famous
by Us baked beans, on a visit to his
family.

Fireman Comstock
has returned
from his homo in old Kentucky "where
tho meadow grass In bluo" (and the
noses of the colonels are red) after

an extendea visit to his parenta.
Will Holmes stepped into tho cab of
the big compound engine. No. 99tJ,
this morning, with an expression on
his face that spelled "Ilehold the
hero comes" and started on
his maiden trip as fireman.
The Pullman coaches that were used
by tho Thirty-seconInfantry, recently
on the Journey to San Francisco, were
taken through Las Vegas this morning on the way east. They were being sent through as special freight
The passenger train mileage of the
United States is equal to dispatching
37 trains per day around the world tor
each day in the year, or one every 3a
minutes. The freight train mileage Is
In like manner equal to 63 trains per
day around the world, or one in every
27 minutes.
The suggestion ta made that since
eon-qurin- g

the round house whistle has bpen improved In both quantity and quality,
greater care should ho taken In sounding It. Persons who have kept track
of the whistle say that It Is sometimes
as much as five minutes out of the
ay. Such extreme Instances
are
rather rare hut frequent enough. It
Is claimed, to he noticeable.
Agent J. W. McCoach, says the San
Marclalltee.has received a communication from Paul Morton of the Santa Ke,
asking for information concerning the
mining Interests of the neighborhood,
and stating that it Is the Intention of
the company to send a mining expert
Into all the camps bordering the railroad to furnish comprehensive reports
for publication at the expense of the
company.
'i ie report of the Santa Fe road
for the fiscal year ending June 30.181)9,
shows total earnings, ll0.513.4rj; Increase. $1,299.399. Operating expendecrease, $N99.b54.
ses. 27,ti0G,6Hl;
12.90fi.717:
Increase.
Net earnings.
$2.199.053. Earnings of the road during August and thus far In September
have kept well up to the best previous
record. Roughly speaking. It is estimated that gross earnings during August will bo equal to those reported
for July, and the net Income for tho
month will be quite as largo.
GOOD ON

í IGURING.

MAKES
Th

Man

Talks

A

DIGRESSION.

About Prescrt
Facilillas.

Water

"Permit me at this point to make a
digression." said the Man with a
Calculating Eye.
"I want to call
your attention to the fact that the
water mains of the Agua Pura company cover only a comparatively
small part of the city of Las Vegas
proper. I heard of an Instance, tho
other day, where a property owner
living In the southwest part of town
ran a pipe a distance of nearly 400
feet before he was able to make a connection with the Agua Pura line. The
street mains were put down quito a
Vegas
number of years ago, when
was much smaller than It Is now, and
as a result the town uas grown far out
and beyond the reuch of the Agua
Pura company. Pcoplo who desire
to make connections with the Agua
Pura pipes are not permitted to do so
for the reason that the company cannot furnish water. In hundreds of
other Instances residents are far beyond the reach of the Agua Pura company's mains. Hetween these two extremes, the city can find hundreds of
customers for Its own water system
and need not take a single customer
away from the Agua Pura company."
"Hut would not many persons presysfer to patronize the
tem?" Inquired the neighbor.
"Undoubtedly." replied the
Man
with a Calculating Eve. "They would
find that the expenses of making the
change Is not great. The Agua Pura
company talks of plumbers' bills
amounting to from $25 to $75. Tuat
Is all nonsense, i ne mains of the new
water company will provide, when
placed In the ground, a connection for
each lot. All the property owner need
do Is to dig a hole in the street, sever
the pipo connecting with the Agua
Pura company main and make a new
connection close by with the clty'a
water main. Every property owner
wno chnnges water connection will be
aiding the city, will secure better and
more abundant water and In the end
will reduce his real estate taxes. Instead of putting money In the pocket
of the other fellow, he will be taking
l..o money from the left hand pocket
and placing It in tho right hand pocket
He wont need to change trousers in
the transaction either."
city-owne-

Says the Iinlshurg Liberal: Tho
local figures on railroad propositions
have been fiusy tho past week changing tho gauge of the Arizona & New
Mexico road. They point out that
general Manager Kruttschnltt made a
trip up to Clifton. That after his
to San Francisco Mr. Wallace,
connected with the maintenance of
way department of tho Southern Pacific, came down and made a trip up
to Clifton. Only one conclusion could
he drawn from these visits, namely,
that tho Southern Pacific was going to
buy the Arizona & New Mexico road.
Of course if tho Southern Pacific did
this It would make It a standard
gauge road from Guthrie to Solomon-vllle- ,
and there connect with the Gila
Valley road, which Is said to be ready
to drop Into the Southern Pacific's
hands, it would build a branch to
from Guthrie, It would continue
the road from Globe into the northern
part of the territory, and probably go
through and hit tho main line at Mohave. There are various other combinations figured out, such as running
the line north to connect with the FESTIVALS PROMOTE BANDS.
I'nion Pacific.
When the local railroad builders get to work it is aston- Encouragement for Musicians Results In
ishing what large and complete railBetter Class of Melody.
road systems can be built, with lxrus-bur" The Festival of Mountain and Plain
as tho headquarters. The Liberal Is Informed th it as yet the papers Is doing a great work In Infusing life
transferring tho Arizona & New Mex- into bands of the smaller towns of the
ico road to the southern Pacific huve
west," rem inked Conn tint
harha
not been signed.
Thompson of the Las Vegas baud at
the St. James hotel last evening, says
Otero to Dewey.
the Denver News. "Now If the people
following
Governor Otero sent the
of
the towns will take bold of the matmessage to Admiral Dewey upon
leurulng that the Olynipia had been ter, the mountain country will possess
some musical organizations they may
Lighted :
The people of New Mexico through be proud of I have Lad years of expeme send greetings,
congratulations rience with bauds and the reason there
and their deepest admiration to the are so many poor bauds Is because they
hero of Manila bay on his return to do not receive the encouragement from
his native land.
the home people that should be extendMIGUEL A. OTERO,
ed them.
If the leading citizens of
"Governor of New Mexico." town would orvamze a committee to
A sa'ute of seventeen guns was fired raise funds for summer evening outon the plaza in Sanie Fe in honor of door concerts and also arrange so that
the arrival of the Olympia with Admi- none but competent musicians could
ral Dewey in New York harbor. Adju- have aplácelo the band, two of the
tant General W. H. Whlteman immed- principal dillicultles would be overToo many men who cannot
iately telegraphed to New York that come.
a salute had been fired amid groat re- read muslo are permitted to enter the
bands and llmncial encouragement is
joicing of tho people.
extended as it should be. If men
(.eorge W. Knaebel, department not
know they will receive even mod-rai- e
commander of (1.- A. It., also tele- pxy
the mslerial can be
graphed fraternal greetings to Dcwcy. o Hidforforplaying,
that "uUrrtaklug.1
n
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EAST LAS VBOAB.

WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN
Department of Agriculture, Climate
and Crop Bullellnlof the Weather
Bureau, New Mexico Section.

U. S.

(Wiinta Ke. N. M., HcptcinUT

.

WW.)

Inches, 2.23
16th.

Inches

falling

NIW MEXICO, SEPT. ;iO 1899.

on the

Gallinas Springs Jas. E.Whltmore:
Corn and bean crop will be short on
account of the August drought Ornpe
vines are coming out green again.
The rains filled some water holes, but
not sufficient fo r winter. Highest
temperature. 92; lowest. 4.
Hobart W. H. Hough: Quite warm
during the day, but cool at night. Corn
Is good and alfalfa fair. Garden truck
still doing well. Ranges have good
feed. Highest temperature, 92; lowest. 4fi.
Santa Fe United States Weather
Ilureau: Dry, warm weather; corn
and late garden truck maturing favorably. Wheat and oats all cut; wheat
generally fair, but oats a poor yield.
Highest temperature, 79; lowest, 48;
no rain.

NOW IT'S GRAY CITY.
Something; About a New Town on the
Paso A Northeastern.

f

El

The completion of tho El Paso A
Northeastern to Gray City. N. M.,
which was accompliHhed this week,
brings tho great Salado coal fields Into
especial prominence Just now. These
are In the central part of New Mexico, In Lincoln county, about 150 miles
northeast of El Paso. The existence
of coal has been widely known for
many years, but the lack of transportation facilities has hitherto prevented
Its being worked. Tho coal Is of the
semi bitumen varlety.and Is considered
excellent In quality.
The Salado is a largo rolling basin
or plain, surrounded by mount'ilns.
It is covered with beautiful green
grass and la a very pretty sight to the
eye of one accustomed to tho barren
deserts and waRtes of sand and cactus
of the arid western plains. Hero there
Is enough rainfall during the summer
to keep things green, and hero are
farmers with fields of waving corn
that make the new cnier rub his eyes
and ask If It Is possible that he is
really in New Mexico, so different is
it from the arid regions of the territory.
Gray City will bo the terminus of
the railroad. It la situated near the
western dgo of the Salado and Is at
present the site of a store, kept by
8. T. Gray, one o fthe pioneers of this
region, who owns a large stretch of
land around that vicinity. Here also
are located a barber shop and blacksmith shop, and the place Is a rendezvous for the people from all over the
surrounding country for many miles.
There Is not an hour In the seven days
or the week that the store Is not
crowded with cowboys and ranchers
who gather alike for business and
pleasure.
A number of ranches are
also located near Gray, which Is the
location of a postoffice.
Gray City Is about ten miles east of
Nogal, with which It is connected by
a good wagon road over the moun
tains. The United States marine hos- pltul at Fort Stanton Is situated about
three, miles from there over tho motín-tuinand a good wagon road Is now
being built. It Is distant about fifteen miles west from Lincoln, the
county seat, and twenty-fivmiles
southwest of the town of White Ouks.
In anticipation of the completion of
the railroad, several coal mining
camps were established about two
months ago within a few miles of Gray
City, and some three hundred men are
now at work. The coal fields surround Gray City on all sides, and the
coal In places crops out plainly on the
As soon as the railroad Is
surface.
formally turned over to the ctmpany
by the contractors, more attention will
be given to the development of the
mines, and the country Is bound to be
rapidly settled by a class of good, enterprising people. Gray City Is destined to become the site of a large
ana thriving town, as It la the most
centrally located point for the coal
fields and baa all the resources to
make an excellent townslte. The In
dications are that Gray City will become very populous In the immediate
future.
e

,

MISTOllV-MAKI.K-

The weather during the past week
hni been bright and warm during the
day, but quite
cm1 at nights, and
without rain since the 19th. In the
nbsence of reports to the contrary,
It Is judged that the damage from the
frost of the 17th over northern sections was very slight. The storms of
the 16th and 18th were accompanied
by heavy rains and hall In some
parts of San Miguel and Mora counties
the hall doing considerable damage to
trees and late gardens In some localities. The good rains of last week,
R. M. HARDINGK.
while too late to be of much benefit
to late maturing crops, proved of much
Section Director.
value to stock Interests by refreshing
NOTE
crops
As
are
either secured,
grans and Increasing the general waor are beyond danger from ordinary
ter supply.
Wheat and oats generally are cut weather conditions, this number of
and are being threshed. Both crops the bulletin completes the Issue for
are
were very Irregular, and, with the this season. Correspondents
exception of the better watered sec thanked sincerely for their kind and
and are
tions of northern counties the yield
was far below the average. Corn. requested to discontinue their weekly
report
beans and late garden truck are ma
turlng under favorable conditions; as
Admiral Dewey may get In the habit
a rule corn will be a poor crop, principally on account of the August of leading a parade and lead one Into
drought. The third growth of alfalfa the city of Washington in 1900, rewill soon be ready to cut In northern marks the New York World.
sections; In central counties the fourth
cutting promises to be quite Irregular.
The only man In the world ever reStock are In very good condition, and,
as a rule, good fall and winter feed puted to be worth $1.000,000,000 oue
is assured. There Is abundance ot thousand million dollars Is the Anwater for Irrigation purposes.
glicized German, Alfred Belt, who Is
The following remarks are extracted
heavily Interested In the big diamond
from the reports of correHpondents:
Altec C. E. Mead:
The weather and gold mines at klmberly. South
continues favorable, and crops of all Africa.
kinds are progressing nicely. The
showers of the 14th and 15th greatly
Aladdin's wonderful lamp Is not In It
tables. The third growth of alfalfa Is
supply of winter feed Is assured. Far- with the discovery of a new chemical
mers are busy gathering beans and compound, which. If the sanguine
cutting corn. The markets are well statements of its discoverers prove to
filled with all kinds of late vege- be true, will revolutionize
tho electables. The third groth of alflafa Is
compound
beglnlng to bloom. Ditches are full trical world. The new
of water. The highest temperature which Is made of the cheapest kind of
was 81. the lowest 38; rainfall 0.83. chemlcala, Is to be put up in capsule
Hell Ranch C. M. ODonel: Cool form and when added to a certain
with showers and some hall. Grass quantity
of water will furnish electric
much Improved.
Rainfall. 0.83.
Bernalillo Brother Gabriel: Days ity enough to light a house, drive an
warm, but nights unusually cool. Ve- automobile or a railroad train. The
getables are abou t at a standstill; Inventor of this product Is John Post,
grapes are far below expectations.
Trees and in general alfalfa, are be- an electrical engineer and the presiing Injrued by caterplllers. Some dent of the National Light, Heat and
alfalfa fields promise another good Power company.
cutting, while others do not. Highest
temperature,
88; lowest,
45; no
"There have been more than 6,900
rain.
East Las Vegas J. Thornhlll: A suicides in this country during twelve
heavy rain and hall storm on the 19th; months which breaks the record- - for
since then the weather has been fa-- ' tnis or any other eouutry. The Im
vorsble to lute crops. The hall slight- petuous strife for wealth and power
ly li Jured corn fodder and cabbages.
Americans as it
Oats are about all harvested; alfalfa that
does no other people of ancient or
jtbout ready to cut.
Fort Union M. C. Needham: A. modern times, Is too much for the
destructive hail storm on the ICtb nerves.
shattered and
followed by heavy r:ln. The hall des
troyed this year's growth on fruit trees weakened, the nervous system, of
broke some window lights, and scarred which the brain Is the center, gives
the trunks of trees. The track was way at financial loss or political disof a mile wide, and appointment, and a pistol bull or a
hail fell to the depth of 6 Inches. dose of poison, sends the victim from
The campaign In Kentucky Is so
Threshing wheat and oats is now the
hot that when a candidate throws a
order of the day. Highest tempera- the Ills he hag to those he knows not chunk of mud it turns to a brick beture, 8G; lowest, 35; rain and hail, 2.65 of." Texas Farm and Ranch.
fore it hits his oppoueut
public-spirite-

Uver-wrough- t.

three-quarter-

s

a

3 00

a
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The mission of the novelist Is to entertain. Hut upon occasion he devotes his powers of persuasion, of rebuke, of satire, to more strenuous purposes, with a zeal that astonishes and
an effectiveness well nigh unmatched.
It Is Oliver Schrelner, novelist,
whose pleadings for peace In South
Africa, for liberty, for human right
and Justice to the Doers, have been
at once more Impassioned and more
convincing than those heard from any
other.
It was Emlle Zola, novelist, who did
more than any other one man to compel revision In Dreyfuss case, and It
Is he who promises to force France to
that "fifth act" of reparation which
alone can rehabilitate that country In
the opinion of mankind.
Victor Hugo, novelist, punctured the
bubble of imperialism In France and
contributed mlghtly to the work of
driving "Napoleon the Little" Into
It was Robert Louis Stevenson,
novelist, who lnld bare before the conscience of humanity the wrongs of the
Samoana. Charlea Dickens was a
prlnclpál factor In destroying the
a
prison and forever abolishing
the abominable injustice ot Imprison
ment for debt.
But, best example of all, Harriot
Beecher Stowe, novelist, unquestionably did more to hasten the destruction of human slavery In this republic
than any
statesmen
While they were chopping
logic and mongerlng with the refinements of constitutional law, she
brought home to the hearts, the consciences, the souls of the people the
h.deous truth concerning that stupendex-ll-

Mar-shalse-

half-doze-

com-blne-

ous wrong.

Fortunrtely these Illustrations of the
power of the novelist to Influence human affairs Illustrate the tendency of
the novelist to use his power for the
right, not the wrong.for liberty against
oppression, for humanity, for peace,
for justice.
Rudyard Kipling, In praises of war
and carnage, furnishes an exception.
of course, but his Is the only conspicuous one. The novelist Is a student
of plant Ufo. And as tho botanist
Vves his flowers, so the novelist lnvea
humanity and pleads for It

Skin Diseases.
tetter, suit rheum and eczema, Chainr.ye and hkln Ointment is
urriam
without' mn wmu) T rJiu...
. m i t m 41.
mo
ttg and simirling almost Instantly and
its continued Use eifecta a permanent
cure. It also cures itch, barW's itch,
scald head, sore nipples, Itching piles,
fllHODed
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The f (ero guards will drill Friday
night In the new armory and all members are requested to be present
Take In your iilanta If you do not
want them nipped by trout, which will
boon lie nipping everything It can
breathe upon.
I t.
reijltir ition lists htm now open to

Infection

ai d

alter-itlni-

i

that

"S.--

your n.ime Is written there." if you are
entitled to voie.
Mr. J. Jacobs, lu) Is down with
an attack ol typhoid fever at the
dies' Home, Is reported In a very serious condition.
Look up your stove pipen nnd flues.
I'lpea are liable to mat through the
summer: mat eats holes, and heat In
pipes with ..oles may act your house

L.

on fire.
A curious printer's nil tike In
ad. last nielli m e It re id rxictly

lift-Id'- s

trsry to

ia.

the

d.

fern and leaf

Is
hand.
The Ice cream season ia now on the
homo stretch.
Fall trade la now fairly under way,
and merchants are busy.
The Btraw hat and the last roue of
Bummer are fading together.
Coat dealer are now In their Klory,
and are predicting a long, cold winter.
The tuwii Wo so dead today lhat
nun went lo n to the m a. rtakw'i
tc

I'hila-Ideltih-

-
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Tlio

enjoyed an outing at El I'orvenlr yes-- ! 'scrap Iron. One of the cars wss load-leterday.
with California canned fruit, which
was damaged to a considerable exDr. Felipe Komero of the west Side
tent.
has just returned from a trip to
mo four.
Talked of
Diirlnir hU vlalt there heat- W- Rgeneral ticket agent
a conference of phvMclans com-- 1
I"f the llig Four road at Anderson Ind.,
ill k fiom all parts of the wo-lwas In Denver on a pleasure trip.
"Our rond," he said, "has been
I. ii F. Adams, the obliging BRslstant
cashier of the First National bank. Is making Improvements In every no
among the Las Vegans who are In Den- pnrtment. particularly In ..e passenver enjoying the big annual festival. ger service. We are running trains
and Is alno viiiltlug his parents who from rt. ioui8 into iew lor in less
ttian eighteen hours. Our trains are
reside there.
arranged in an original way. Instead
Lange
nnd
New
Optic:
Otto
At the
of putting the haeeage cars first, and
(wife, Watrous: J. D. McDonald, Puo-W- ; following them with the diners and
E. M. Corner, Raton: Jack Davis, then the sleepers and then the day
ille'l Ranch; .. E. Franklin. San Ma coaches, our arrangement puts the
teo: Mrs. C. II. Kimball, Chapelle; sleepers first. Immediately next the
engine, following them come the
J. Howell, Albuquerque.
and then tho day coaches, trailCharley Weber, who has been work- diners
ing off with any baggage cars we may
ing In llayward's meat market, leaves have. Our
experience has led us to
In a day or two for Finos Altos, where
believe thnt this gives the greateat
he will enter the employ of Fred New-mn- steadiness to the moat Important part
Mr. Weber will bo succeeded of the train, tho sleepers.
In Hayward's by A. T. Jeffries, late of
"Especially for our passenger traffic
Trinidad.
we have had built lately six monster
drivers, and their
Jack Mennet, Royal Prentice, Ileto engines with
boilers stand so high that a full
Henrlques and Frank Manzanares, grown
man can easily walk under
left on a camping and hunting trip
The Are boxes are ten feet
this morning, headed for tho TaoB them.
high. They have proved the moat
country. They will take in the annual speedy engines for all around service
Indian festivities held at that place yet made.
before .eturnlng.
The Roswell Argus says: Robt. Milll
At the Opera House.
n and
nnd his sister Josephine.
A very fair audience greeted the
Milliliter of A. (. Milla, left yesterday Rlethen
Theatrical company at the
for Lexington. Mo., where Robert will
house last night The play,
attend the Wentworth Military school opera
"An American Girl," was most acand JoHcphlne the llaptlat female
ceptably presented. One of the speat that place.
cialties of the evening was a series of
At the Castañeda:
J. A. Jfllttel. moving pictures, ueplctlng various
Chicago: Matt Robertson, St. Joe: scenes, among which were a Spanish
bull light and a war vessel In action.
Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Gould. 8anta
Calif.; J. Ilabcock and wife, Dav- Tho pictures were excellent and won
enport, Iowa; C. W. Goodlander and much pralso from the audience.
The comedy drama In four acts, the
wife. Fort Scott, Kan.; N. I). Nichols,
St. IaiiiIh. Mo.; H. Hoeno, Denver; "Golden Giant Mine," will be presentCharles Grunt,
John Illeaton, ed tonight The cnaracter of Ethel
Chicago; George D. Stateson, Chicago: Wayne la taken by Iteulah Rlethen.
iV. Vizette. Im Angeles: R. F. Hoff-- i Hot ween acts high class specialties
man, Topeka; Wm. B. Thomson, Ra-- will be Introduced by Ueulah Rlethen,
Uittle Zenobia, Fannie Calvin, Harry
ton.
Chase and Robt Penlck.
Colonel M. Drunswlck, the mining
man and capitalist of
Vegas, and
McGlnnis on Trial.
who Is extensively Interested at Water
McGlnnls, one of the Folsom train
Canyon, was a passenger for the south
this morning. Saul Rosenthal return-le- robbers who was In the fight at Cimarron, came on for tr.al today In the
luHt night to his home in
Vegas. He was in attendance at the district court at Raton. His attorney,
Pytuian grand lodge at Sllvor City last Kd Franks, of Trinidad, made a moweek, and on his homeward trip stop-Ipe- tion for a continuance. This was opover In the territorial metropolis posed by k C. Fort for the prosecu'to attend the Btreet fair and carnival. tion and tho matter was taken under
consideration by tho Judge.
Albuquerque Citizen.
These proceedings are a matter of
KAll.liOAD.
record. Dame Rumor disseminates
Ilrukcman A. Wels and wife have some news not down on the minutes,
which Is to the effect that some of
gone to Kansas City on a visit.
McGinnls outlaw friends have come
Texlco Is a station on tho Pccob to his rescue with money. An IndiValley road located astride the Hue vidual arrived In Raton
this morning
between Texas and New
Mexico, and introduced himself as a saloon
hence Its Damn.
keeper In business at Silver City. The
Some of the railroad boys went out appearance of the defense tooa on a
to Rock lakes, east of the city yes- change Immediately. The Sliver City
terday and came home with quite a man explained that he was Interested
In McGinnls and would see to it that
number of
birds.
the latter was properly defended.
Blenert and bride were expected home in Santa Fe Monday
evening from Ohio. Mr. Helnert Is Commissioner for Mora County-Governo- r
the night operator and ticket agent at
has appointed E.
the Santa Fe depot.
II. lilrrnbauin county commissioner of
Southern Pacific othclals of San Mora county, to tueceei J. H. Watrous,
Francisco confirm the reported sale resigned
The appointment of Mr.
of Crocket's Interests In the Southern iliernbaura Is an excellent one.
Pacific but declino to state who the
purchasers are. It la supposed that
What's In a Name?
the stock has been transferred to Hun
A choral union has been organized
tington and adherents.
at Roswell. The members threaten
The railroad wreck on the line south however, to sing anything and everyof here was at Rowe and not at Waldo, thing else than chorals. Optic. Well,
as stated. Three frelnt cars were thut'a alright Isn't It? Roswell
badly damaged through the breaking
apart of the train, one being so near
When you kias some girls your Bhoes
a total wreck that it was conslitued
to the flames la order to save the 1 feel too tight.

coi

facta, but give an opportu
titty f r proof that peonía do read The
Opiic noilcea, as this error canned no
end of comment among men and women, both.
li. Romero, who owus a tract of eight
acres of land on the li illmas river close
to in- - weat side, intends to open nut a
garden Uriu there and will next year
su i y the coiuinuiiily wbh fresh
The soil is rich and ought to
ruine the finest kind of e (tablet
Die

vege-taule-
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F. A. Illake la down from his ..ome
ranch at the Sapcllo.
Otto Lange of Walrous cum o In on
No. 1 yesterday afternoon.
MIhs Lizzie Shields returned yeater-dafrom a pleuaant vlalt in Alhuqucr-que- .
y

II. Ituiiiero, the west side shoe dealer,
left this morning on a busiue trip to
M. Louis.
Marion Llttrell, livestock iospector,
went south to I, tin y on No. 17 this
afternoon.
Hnyal Prentice and Jaik Mennett
formed two of a party leaving today on
a trip to Taos.
At the Central Hotel: J. 8. McDonald, Cincinnati; W. II. Sweden-sticker- ,
Chicago.

Tresldenl Ilwwettnf the Territorial
Normal university returned this after-doofrom a trip to Denver,
At the Plaza hotel: Mateo Lujun,
Clayton; Luis Agullar and wifo.
Chico; Indulluo Sena, 8ena.
Delegate to Congress Perea was In
Springer yeaterday, presumably looking after the fences in that vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Kaynolda
and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Raynolds

ii
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Matter of Debt.

An Adequate Equivalent for an Obligation
Incurred No Debt At All.

"This matter of municipal Indebtedness puts me In mind." said the Man
with the Calculating Eye, "of the visit
to Kansas
of an eastern capitalist
City, Mo. Tho Incident occurred some
years ago before the city had acquired
its own water works or had really
made a start In municipal Improvements. The easterner was shown all
over the town by a well known citizen, who Anally turnru to the visitor
and exultantly exclaimed: 'And tho
best Is we have practically no municipal Indebtedness.' Hut the eaterner
did not enthuse very much and finally
replied: 'Von say you have no debt.
I don't see that you have any assets,
either."
"As I understand It. the city of
Ias Vegas Is In good financial shape.
It hasn't got a cent of floating Indebtednesseverything Is paid right up,
promptly. It has $30.000 In bonds
outstanding, most of which was Incurred In building the city hall. All
the Interest payments on these bonds
are being met promptly. The proceeds
of the bonds proposed to be voted by
the city for water works are not to
be shot Into the air like sky rockets
or fire works, but will be put In the
ground In the shape of water plp"S.
The sum of ll.'.O.OUl), It Is estimated,
will lay twenty-sevemiles of water
mains, develop water and put the system In shape to furnish water to customers. The water development Is
the smallest part of tue expense. We
will then nave $188.000 of municipal
Indebtedness, It Is true, but to show
for this the ctly can point to a complete and successful system of water
works and a very creditable city hall
building, both of which are moneymakers.
"The fact Is. the bonds will be
being backed not only by the
municipality but by the Improvement
mnde with the proceeds. The debt
will not represent money that has
been squandered and dissipated by
bad management but will be working
all the time to make dividends. Instead of a dead weight It will be a
lever to lift the community Into a
better and higher Ideal of domestic
gilt-edge-

life."

The neighbor, who listened attentively, looked even a llttlo brighter
than before and finally said:
"In other words, the city really puta
nothing Into the water works in the
way of money but becomes responsible for the Investment or, more properly, not only manages but, as common business parlance goes, backs
the venture. With Judicious management tho water works will not only
pay the Interest obligations but pay
off the principal aa well In due course
of time."
"That's It exactly," said the Man
w.. a Calculating Eye.

The Band Boys.
The Denver News, In speaking of
the Las Vegas military band, aays:
Tney have come with the Intention
of carrying off first honors In the contest. They smile and look wise when
asked about It, but they wag their
heads with a determination that bodes
evil for other contestants.
Mr. Killers has great confidence lu
his men, and you can't blame mm
when you see what a lot of handsome
fellows they are.
Mr. E. Lewis bears the distinction of
being a member of "Teddy's" rough
riders, but wears his Honors so easily
that you would never suspect him if
you saw him In the streets without
the rough riders' uniform. He likes to
be known .,uut now as a member of
tho Las Vegas band, and who could
blame him after hearing them play?
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THOSE EVICTIONS.
Something of ths Nature of ths Maxwell
Land Grant Troublaa.

The proposed eviction of settlers on
Maxwell land grant In Los Alamos
county. Colo., baa created considerable
excitement In Trinidad as well aa
among the settlers themselves. Concerning the actual number to be
evicted, different statements
have
been made, one of the Denver newspapers stating that the number was
limited to twenty-siheads of families,
while a telegram from Pueblo, where
tho suit was started, says the number
Is slxtytwo beads of families. The
suit In ejectment was filed In the
United States court at Pueblo and la
for the ostensible purpose of recovering certain portions of the property of
the Maxwell Iand Grant company.
Judgment for damages In the sum
of $50 and coats of suit la also asked
for In addition to possession of the
property, which has been occupied by
these people contrary to law, according to the complaint
The litigation now In progress has
been carried on for
long term of
years. Ten years ago resistance was
made to the officer and a battle followed. In winch
settler, named Kus-selwas killed and two deputies
wounded.
While the accepted leader of the settlers. O. P. McMalns, Is dead. It Is
nevertheless the general opinion In
Trinidad that organized reHlstance to
the work of ejection will be made to
the United States marshal.
The task undertaken during the past
few days seems to nave been of a perfunctory nature, not likely In Itself to
create warfare, yet the latter alternative may possibly grow therefrom.
Upon each of tne settler's will be
served a writ of ejectment. The posse
performing thla service Is under the
direction of United States Marshal
Barnes of Denver, who real lies that
the settlers are determluea men, that
In some cases they and their families
have occupied homes on that grant for
many years and that tbey will not consent to leave their homes without a

O
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The deputy marshals on leaving
Denver one day laat week had orders
to serve tne writs 01 ejectment and
then to follow them up by forcibly removing
settlers from the grant If
they refuse to obey the writs. In
discussing the matter Marshal Harnea
said:
i hey must leave their homes
at once or else settle with the company In some satisfactory manner by
either purchasing their landa or tuat-ln1 am
them.
inclined to believe
that amicable arrangements will be
made with the company In nearly all
cases, though some of the families
may give us trouble."
The party of deputy marshals consisted of sixteen members, each being
heavily armed with riflea and revolvers. In the party were: Thomas
Clark, deputy United States marshal;
V. A.
and Samuel Krurith,
Percy Smith, Thomas
Ualrd, Kdward Johnson, Alex McClean
and John Reed,
J. A.
Hiester,
former alderman;
John
Fleming. Joseph Palmer, John Conk-lln- .
They and three others were
sworn Into the service of the United
States government as deputy marshals
Thursday night by Commissioner H.
C. Hinsdale.
The officers of the Maxwell land
grant are determined In their effort to
evict the settlers and the following
statement has been made, giving the
company's side of the affair:
"Since the confirmation of the title
of the Maxwell land grant by the supreme court of the United States some
thirteen years ago alt means have
been employed looking to a peaceable solution of the squatter problem.
of dollars have been
Thousands
spent by the company in purchasing
tuo Improvements of settlers. The

When an article or preparation is offered
for food, prudent consumers will satisfy
themselves from an official source
as to its purity and wholcsomcness.

Was there ever so high and decisive
a test of the baking powders as that by
the Government Chemists at the World's
Columbian Fair?
The tests then made by the official
experts showed that Dr Price's Cream
Baking Powder was the purest, strongest, most healthful of baking powders,
and a diploma and medal were awarded
accordingly
Surely such testimony must establish the
use of Dr Price's Cream Baking Powder in every home where pure food and
economy are appreciated.

.e

g

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
CHICAGO.

settlers In each case agreeing to move
off the grant, but In most cases the
money was accepted and the party
squatted in a new place.
In many cases the squatters bought
their claims of the grant company at
a small price the result of which generally was that the men who made
such settlement had their Improvements burned and tuelr lives threatened thus intimidating others who
wanted to settle. The company's
agent has been unable to travel
through this country without being
molested and threatened with violence
"Seeing that all efforts to settle the
mattter amicably had been exhausted
the company decided to ask possession of their lands from the United
on
States authorities. The taxes
these landa aave always been paid by
the company. For many years pant
the company has been a heavy loser,

Note. The alum baking powders were excluded from consideration at this great
competitive test because they are deemed
neither reliable nor wholesome.

through depredations upon their catAnother Railway
tle and timber. No trouble is anticiThe IMack. Itange railway company
pated by the company in the efforts filed Incorporation papers with lbs ternow being made by the United States
authorities to give thera possession ritorial secretar, Saturday. The capital of the company Is $2,000,000, divided
of their property."
Into 30,000 shares and Us headquarters
The grand Jury of the district court will be tt Santa Fe. The company exheld at Clayton found twenty-foupects to construct a railroad ninety
true bills. It censured the probate miles long from Magdalena, Socorro
clerk for not keeping hla books up to ounty, there to connect with the Atthe standard that the law requires
and for not keeping his office open chison, Toprka & Santa Fe, sod thence
regularly during business hours. It to Chloride In Sierra county. The In.
also censured the extinct Folsom Set- corporstors and directors ara It. E.
tler tor publishing scurrilous articles Twltchell of Lss Vegas Charlea F.
about citixena of Clayton.
Grayson of Silver City, Holm (). Uur-su- m
of Socorro, Harry W. Kelly of SoA ' extensive shed and forty tons corro, and Cony
T. Drown of Socorro.
propof alfalfa and some machinery,
Ü. Hursum bss beta appululed
H.
erty of Adclph Jacoby at Las Cruces,
trestnrer of the company.
were destroyed by Ore,
r
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New
A. H. Reno of Denver, chief detecon a month's visit In the east.
York
The handsome depot of the El Psso. tive of the Colorado Southern railroad.
FHOM MONDA) ft DAILY.
at Aiamogor-do- In here as a witness In the McGlnnla
At the Plaza hotel: L. C. Leonard, ft NortheasternIn railroad
LOCALS.
the territory of New case.
the finest
Chicago; CatarlLO Casaus, Albuquer- Mexico,
is no more. At 1 o clock
MIk Carrie Wean of Las Vegas,
Ir. Rrownton's dental office la being que.
Wednesday morning of last week it who
visited niosshurg the guent of
Dewly painted.
room
freight
and
the
Pauup
In
smoke
went
daughter
Levy
and
Henry
Mrs
Judgo and Mrs. Poterson, returned
W'm. O. Wood li assisting at the llue paid a (lying visit over Sunday to alone remains standing.
home Sunday.
Tho fire started In the cupola ot me
Dick grocery for few days.
friends at Wagon Mound.
probaoiy
was
Judge L P. Wilson of Texas has
and
bulidlng
M. Maluoeuf It having one of Mi
It. II. Prentice, brotner of Koyal caused by the electric wires that en definitely concluded to locate In Rapurton, and has established an office on
houses, facing un Lincoln park,
tho building for lighting
rentlce of this city, who has been here tered
poses. There was no one In the build Second street, opposite the opera
on a visit, left on No. 1 today lor jusrez, ing at the time but me janitor who house.
Horn Saturday to Mr. and Mr Wll Mexico.
was aslwep and awoke to discover the
The heaviest hall storm seen In
considerHosenthal, a un. Mother and child
P. J . Towner, cattle Inspector at this fire only when It had made
section for a long time fell last
this
of
story
upper
nnd
the
headway,
duiog DlL'. ly.
Thursday
place for the Colorado Sanitary board able builbing was already burning.
alnnit 2 o'clock p. m. After
the
bad passed the ground
storm
the
A new cauvasi wning as erected lo is In Denver looking after ttnitary
me
ou
anybody
arrived
IWore
very
aa If there had
front uf the Mouiezume restaurant un matters.
scene the second story and cupola lookeda fall ofmuch
snow.
noth- been
or
very
little
,
and
CenU-were
ablaze
street Icnlijr.
Miss Flat- - v'arruth, Miss Mabel
ing could be saved that was on this
M. J. Murray. A. J. Murray and M.
Mr. and Mrs. V H.Jobe hve moved
Miss Mary Hamlet and Mrs. Car floor.
This floor was occupied by the J. McDonell of Beranton, Pa., were
Into a residence on Lincoln avenue son left this morning to attend the fes general offices of the company and here a few days the past week. These
near M. L. Cooley't.
contained the records, which were gentlemen are Interested with Dr.
tival at Denver.
destroyed.
Shuter In the plumbago minea a few
Assistant United States Attorney mostly
There Kill be a lueellng of Chapuiau
Alamogordo la supplied with plenty miles southwest of town and are
lodge tomorrow (Tuesday) evening Money left for Albuquerque yesterday o. water and In a few minutes a very much encouraged over the outafleruTon. where he will attend United stream of 100 pounds pressure was look.
Work In the K. A. degree.
playing on the fire. Unfortunately,
Slates court the ensuing week
(JtircU
Upof
Felipe and Frauclsco
An alarm of fire was turned In
O. nursom. however, the firemen were short on
H.
Castañeda:
At
the
per town, were a' rested today fot breakgreat about 4 o'clock Friday afternoon. The
Ke: W. A. Smith. Wlnfield, Kas: hose and therefore worked at a
Siinta
promptly but
ing windows In a building up there.
The supply purchased, fire company responded they
.
U disadvantage.
Ralnh llalloran. Albuquerque;
arrived.
ago proved unsatis- the fire waa out. when
long
not
for
thetn
Denver;
Welch,
C.
N.
Katon;
Car-lyl- e
Ilanaom.
fcday
hardwood
laid
Carpenter
factory and they sent It back to be ex Investigation showed that little
Ark.
Moleña,
HhiiiBult,
N.
D.
been
playing
Wagoner
Door In the ro m in the rockett buildwitn
bad
supply
new
liad
as
changed
the
and
Ust week Fr. P ug t. accompaaied not yet arrived
the firemen found them matches In the barn loft of Wagoner
ing to t occupied by Janift A. D;ck.
bakery, setting fire to
by his friends, Fr. Julllardof Callup, selves short at the very moment when ft Young'a
The funeral of Theo, Lamhcrtsun,
some rubbish. It bad gained but
Uallaud of Chaperito and Fr. Le plenty was most needed by them.
Fr.
Sun-dawan
liekl
Friday
died
who
ninht,
The building was a frame structure little headway when Mr. and Mrs.
Ciiillon of San Gerónimo, leit for (iua
afternoon from Ills late retidetice daluplta ('anon, where ti.ey spent the and burned fiercely. The flames rap- - Wagoner extinguished It with two
lu.y ate their way down to the lower paila ot water.
on Hrldge street.
week llshtng in company of Fr. Picara floor and in spite of all efforts to check
A. Duval rained 18,0(10 relery plants of Mora and Fr. Hiñera of Sapello.
them destroyed tho waiting rooms at
THE ROBBER CAUGHT.
this sraiion, the celery being as hue no They all enjoyed the outing. Fr.
d
tne extreme north end and the tele
and ticket offices and the bag Letters Written to Friends In Alabama
article as cao be produced at Kalamaand Fr. .lulllard leit for Chaerlto graph
gage room. The rreigni room ai me
Lad to His Arras.
zoo, or soy other old Michigan berg.
and Anton Chico ou Saturday after- southern extremity of the building
An Important business meetiDg of the noon, the latter aiming to return to was aaved by extraordinary efforts on
A telegram from Lee Angeles dstrd
local lodge, I. O U. F., will be held to- Lis Vegas later In the week.
the part of the volunteer firemen but September 21 says that Charles Z. Hall,
a
to
was
reduced
depot
the rest of the
night, to complete arrangements lor
RAILROAD.
heap of ruins and the offices of the who has been arrested by officer, is in
the holding uf (he grand lodge In Ls
Trafile on this division Is not boom- company are now being temporarily tbe county jail here. He Id wanted at
Vegas Ojiober 12.
ing but Is Just brink enough to keep located in box cars and rented quar- Las Vegas, New Mexico, on the charge
ters In town.
The lost dsy of the .lewis!) festival everybody comfortaby busy.
of robbing the postoffice June 28 last
IjMt week the El Paso ft NortheastOnly one person was hurt and his
of tHbernacle begins tonight. Service
force finish- Injuries were but slight. He Is a Mr. He ta also wanttd at Trinidad, Colo
railway
construction
ern
Will be held In the Synagogue at 8
t
trestle across Indian Frazler, a volunteer fireman and a rado, on the charge of rubbing safe,
ed an
o'clock this evening and at 10 o'clock canon and will In a few days reach the hardware merchant of Alamogordo.
from which money and diamonds were
He was struck on the head and knock- taken. There are other charges against
Salado coal Uelda a few mlloe away.
tomorrow morning.
It is understood that Conductor ed down by a fulling timber while him. He was one of Roosevelt's Hough
merchant doing
J. S. Candelario,
Hays of this city Is the owner fighting the flames.
Dick
Mr
In
Fe,
ia
a
Santa
nephew of
business
The building was considered the Uiders and served through the Cuban
of a large lumber of shares of Block
In
and Mrs. Manuel Cordova, who, with in the Jack Pot mine of Cripple Creek, handsomest depot In New Mexico and campaign and attended the
Las Vegas He was Identllled by Posttheir six children, were killed at Mora now worth C.'ic a share. This la the was the company's pride. It was com
ago
three months
by the roof of their house collapsing stock on which F. H. Pierce and hla pleted only about $15,000.
master Inspector Waters uf Deuver,
up $30.000 not long at a cost of some
Mr. CaudelHrio states that the house brother cleaned
It was 120 feet long and 50 feet who is now in Los Angeles.
Blnce, though the Pierce Ilroa. sold
was a comparatively tiiw one and was when the stock reached 70c a share. wide and had a piazza from fifteen to
From all accounts Uultrd States offi
extending all the cers have been ou Hall's trail ever since
twenty
wide
feet
well belli, on top of small hill.
Grand Mauter C. Mayer of the na- way around It. The lower floor conOn Sunday morning about 10 o'clock, tional association of the llrotherhood tained the local offices of the company he robbery was committed. It whs astwo Mexicans on hjrsebaek rode up to of Locomotive Firemen, spent Thurs- together with the waiting rooms for certained that he baa friends in Ala
of last week In the passengers and was handsomely fin- bama, with whom bebas be a corresA. I. Muck's sheep camp, within !vu day and Friday
and vlHlted the local lodge here ished in Texas pine. The second ponding. Sums of bis letters were Inor three miles of Las Vegas, and tired city
Initiating Fireman J. H. Trask. He story waa finished in sand finish plas
tercepted and he mentioned in them of
shots promiscuously among the sheep, was greeted at the hall by quite
ter and was occupied by the general
killing and wounding
everal Hue large number of firemen and their offices. Here were the aanctuma of having certain articles that were taken
sheep. From the number of similar wives. Mr. Mayer is on his way to General Manager J. A. Eddy. General from both Las Vegas aud Trinidad,
and dropped off at Albu Superintendent Grelg and other offi stamping him beyond question as beoccurrences of lawlessness it would be- California
querque to adjust aomo beneficiary cials of the company. The entire ing
look-otbe man wanted.
hoove the officers to keep a sharp
payments.
building was lit up by all night elec
may be the California authorities
It
(or the miscreants
Five new chair care now being tric lights and waa elegantly furnished
. The. Itletheo company, supporting built at Topeka are said to be "dais- throughout. The loss was covered by may bold him for offenses committed
iu that state aud that he may not be
Insurance.
lleulab Hlelben, begun a two nights en- lea." Among the many
Mr. Eddy states that the depot will brought east for trial.
In
these
found
to
be
are
which
futures
gagement at the npera houae last night
cars, may be mentioned the following: be Immediately rebuilt on the same
to very appreciative audience. The uouble windows; continuous farck plan.
The Santa Rita Copper company,
good
very
plea
perfoqiaooa. was
and
for parcela, and hooks underneath
operating
in Grant county, la having
Raof
bank
National
citizens
lug, and the company deserves a big for the hanging up of coats; brass tonThe filed a
8 Inch well bored near
an
tbe apot
of
at
the
certificate
baa
be
Tbe warasenpe pic- clips for hoialng tickets, placed
well has been
bouse ; tonight.
a
artesian
where
secretary
fice
of
the
territorial
that
the windows; electric light
flowing for sixteen years. If necestures were splend d, and the Illustrated tween
rich shades which take the place of tbe the stockholders had paid in $15,000
aongs were enjoyed very much. The common wooden blinds; double row of or one half ot the capital stock aa the sary a hole will be put duwn to the
depth of 2,400 feet
singing of Misses lilethen and Calvin chaira on either side of car; toilet law requires shall be done before the
do
officers
can
The
bauk
business.
apart
smoking
An eutirs rooms at either end;
captivated the audience.
James C. May, a discharged soldier
ment. There are numeroua other are C. Ii. Kohlhausen, president; Fred has foresworn allegiance in court at
change of program tonight. Trices 25, elniiMiit
apiKjIutmouls which are found Horn, vice president; S. W. Clark, Albuquerque to (treat DilUIn and
35 and 50 cents, Central City, (Colo.) In the blither class of coaches and cashier; K. H. Carter, assistant ciali- been made an American citizen.
lor.
Observer.
Pullman sleepers.
r
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horses of a uniiorm color, one troop
having gray horses only and so on
through the list.
"The lllumlatlona on the night ot the
15lh were the grandest that I ever
saw, having been produced by electricity. The cathedral, plata and presidential palace were a blaze of light.
On the night of the 15th, the Immense
plaza. 800 feet wide, was densely
crowded with people, packed so tightly together that It was Impossible to
move. At llo'clock that night President Diaz appeared and rang the bell
that proclaimed liberty at the hands
of General Menlto Juaret. As he did
so, a band of music of 600 Instru
ments struck tip the national air and
me immense throng took up the song.
The volume of sound was overpowering and truly magnificent."
1 nls was Mr. Twltchells first visit
to the City of Mexico, although he has
been In different parts of the republic
at various times.

New Mexican Impressed with Dlax
Soldiers-Oth-

--

While In this City of Mexico, a few
days ago. R. E. Twltchell wii made
the subject of an Interviewer
by the Herald, an English paper of that city. Since com in home,
ho has been explaining; that he did
not know he wan being Interviewed
at all. One of the Interview!, reproduced In The Optic Thursday even-Inwa evidently written up sec-on-il
hand, as Mr. Twltrhell says he
met no one to whom he could have
given that particular
Information.
Then, like all secondhand goods, it
hud been badly worn In the handling.
The Mexican Herald of Sunday.
September 17, has an Interview that
Mr. Twltchell acknowledges. It treats
of the appearance of the Mexican
army on parade during the national
festival, of the gallant conduct of the
Wonderful Vegetable Life- Rough Riders coming from New' MexA
writer In the Texas Farm and
ico, of the Thirty-fourtvolunteer
regiment recently organized, of Dem- Ranch, who recently made a trip
ocratic and Republican politics and through the Sacramento mountains,
says In part:
finally concludes with this:
"You lovers of Maidenhair fern,
"What about the Philippines?"
"Oh, I think we will hold them," think of literally walking upon It almost every step you take, and down
said Mr. Twltchell.
That part of the Interview relating In the rich canons to find It six feet
to the Mexican army, Mr. Twltchell high. Of garden plants, I have been
Is quoted In the Mexican Herald as astonished, and feel that a further stay
might bring forth new discoveries.
saying:
"I was surprised to note the splen- This Is the home of the white potato,
did appearance of the Mexican army known to us now as the Irish potato,
and of the Rurales In particular. or "spuds." It Is everywhere, and ofThey are a splendid looking lot of men ten attains the size of a hen's egg,
and would be a credit to any country. wild In nature. There are successThe character of the eiulpmenta and fully grown here turnips, mustard,
especially of the horses of the army onions, parsley, carrots, mint, berries,
was a revelation to me, as I had no the strawberry, raspberry and gooseluea that Mexico paid so much atten- berry; the latter is delicious, and to
show how nature protects herself, the
tion to her army.
"The parade which took place on gooseberry has thorny protuberances
the 15th In honor of the saints day of on the berry, which are lost In cultiPtesldent Dial, did In point of mag- vation. Here nature m t protect her
everywhere,
nificence and beauty surpass many of self. Wild yarrow see
t largest,
the large parades In the United The white daisies are
asters,
ritate. There was nothing In the est I have ever seen,
Peace Jubilee at Chicago held In honor with their rich, gold
hearts flaunt
ot the soldiers and sailors who fought their beauty on ever: ind. Furnish- In the Spanish-Americawar, which Ing a relief by their delicate green. Is
surpassed In elegance and beauty the the Maiden fern for all this rich colorvarious triumphal arches erected on ing. Finest apples, peaches, plums or
Avenida Juarei and San Francisco prunes, and cantalopes so delicious
street, particularly the Mosaic arch that their richness fairly melt In your
erected on calle San Francisco.
mouth. There are many varieties, and
"I was particularly Impressed," said every one to his or her taste.
Mr. Twltchell, "with the manner In
which the festivities of the night of
GAGE PASSES THRO'J 3
the 15th were carried out by the Inhabitants of the city, and do not
In such cities as Chlcaco and Secretary of the United States Treasury
on His Way to Grind Canon.
New York such license and freedom
of entertainment would be permitted
Lyman J. Gage, secretary ot the
for a moment, owing to the character
treasury,
parsed
and tendencies of the larger class t'nlted States
of the population In those great cen- through Las Vegas on No. 1 this afterters, and I believe It to be very compli- noon on his way to the orand Canon
mentary to the Mexicans. The fact
He traveled In one
that so much good nature was display- of the Colorado.
ed by the large crowds Is but ad...-tlon- of the special cars of the Santa Fe
evidence of the confidence and railroad as a guest of E. E. Ayer, a
trust which the people of Mexico have Chicago millionaire. In the party
In their national and municipal gov- were Mrs. Lyman J. Qage and Mrs. E.
E. Ayer.
ernments."
Mr. (age walked for a few brief minIn speaking to a reporter for The
Optic Mr. Twltchell again referred to utes up and down the depot platform
the appearance of the Mexican sol- In a leisurely manner and then
diers. II referred to the crack cav- sought the seclusion of the car. Mr.
alry regiment of the army more par- and lurs. Ayer continued their prometicularly, aaylng:
nade until the conductor sounded his
"Every man in It seemed to have a cry: All aboard!
fine, thoroughbred horse, of the kind
In a local way, Mr. Ayer Is a subject
one would naturally see In the large of local Interest, having campaigned
cities. There wasn't a saddle used in New Mexico In the early 'tiO'a as a
that cost less than $100 and many of member of a California regiment and
them as much as $1,000. Without ex- also of the First New Mexico Infan-- ,
ception they were trimmed with try. He left the military service In
carved leather and silver iu a gorgeous 1864. He also built the first sawmill
and extravagant manner. The troop- at FlagHtaff, Ariz., nlxteen years be--;
ers wore the finest kind of bats, too, fore the railroad made Ha advent to
all trimmed up witn silver braid, and that place. At present be Is largely
none of them coating less than I '5. Interested In the. tie preserving busiThere is nothing in the U cited States ness in Texas.
army In the way of equipment that can
The party will stop at Flagstaff and
take the stage from there to visit the
come up to this regiment I speak of.
canon. This ts Mr. Uage's first visit
"1 also noticed that in all the cavalry regluit-ntthe various troops had I there but not Mr. Ayer .

Holman Letter

Inst, at Ihit place, between the
"White" horse from Peñasco, Taoa
county, and the "Penco," Romero's
horse. This race waa matched once
and for some reason better known to
themselves It was not run, so that a
great deal of interest as well as speculation on the outcome of this race Is being
taken.
Con.
30th

Tns Dptic.
Hoimsn, N. M., hpt. 19, 1W9. A
most strange, as well as horrible aecl-dt-happened near Uuada'upita, this
county. In which eight lives were
oriikhed out, last Saturday night. A
mm named Msouel Cordova, his wlfo,
his married daughter and baby, and
frofhls children were killed by the
falling la of the roof of tbeir log cabin
while they were aileep, only one occu-piof the house escaplog uninjured,
a boy about 12 years old, who happened
to be In oue corner at the time of the
breaking in of the roof; the roof of the
cabin, which rested on one heavy beam
In thect-titer- ,
running length way from
one end tu the other, had about a foot
of dirt on It, which had become much
heavier by the recent rains, caused the
beam to break, dropping the dirt, etc.,
oo the unsuspecting victims, crushing
and smothering tbeir Uvea almost
The little boy who escaped
bad t go about two miles to the nearest
neighbors, but when they came It was
too late. The e'ght bodies were buried
yesterday morning.
j
M. iroutae
Co. of Mora are putting in a number ot alterations and Improvements to their big store room at
To the Editor of

Mora. When It I flnished It will be
second to none in this county In size
and In general appearance. Simon
Vorttiiberg, the genial manager, will
see that everything Is done right. M.
Strousse & Co's. U one of the Ixrgest, if
not the largest, business houses In Mora

Wants to Show Them.

Hon. Frank Manzanares of this city
has Just received a handsome photographic reproduction of an invitation
extended to the members of the national Iemocratlc committee by the
city of Milwaukee. The town made
famous by Its beer Is ambitious to

secure the next national Democratic
convention. In addition to Its liquid
amber, which all MtJvaukecnns believe Is the proper thing at all seasons
and for all occasions, the citizens
there think they have other things
that will please the Democrats. So
lalKrlng .under the Impression, no
doubt, that a large proportion of the
ranks of the Democracy Is recruited
In Missouri and need to be shown,
the mayor and common council of the
city Invite the members of the national
committee to visit the place and. to
quote the language of the document,
"see for themselves the facilities and
advantages It affords."

Fighting. Over Mining Claims.

A special from Springer, dated Ser- te ruber i, says : At Kllxebetbtown last
Sunday, Joseph Lowrle and William Ka I, in a sli shooter scrsp over a
mining location, Kael having a patented
Calm that laps over Low ríe.', Low r le
drew a six shooter and ivxel knocked
county.
hini down end frieads cam to the as
Tito Melendtz, prtsent county clerk sistance of both.
Itaelwentto llatta
and big saw null man, will move his today to present bis case before the
aaw mill from Its present lcsti o to a grand Jury.
cmon about half way between this
pi ice and Cleveland know as the Maes'
It Is sometimes ditllcnlt to determine
e moo.
whether a woman loves or hates a man
A big horse race will be run on th- - when she declines to sp ak h naun .
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HAPPENINGS.

nf Interest Oatherad Around
Vegas and Vicinity.

I h

H'liM

AT1 IIPAY'S

DAILY.

I.IK'AI.S.
I.. W. Ilfi'l'l unloaded a Car of stoves
mid rntigcn today.
The might nf Ignorance often dis
counts ili;it of the truth
Mrs. ('liarle Ilfeld entertained at
lx h o d nn lire tilín afternoon.
I
When completed there w ill be
bricks in the t ro Well building.
County prisoners are nt work on the
streets In ttio vicinity of the court
house.
An excellent Sunday dinner will I
nerved ti.moirow a' the Model
ftX),-tM-

nt

The brewery Ice pond I being
cleared out preparatory to providing
for the whiter Ice crop.
After several days of deity,
has been resumed on the Oliiey-ShaIiiiiiiiiii lilock
Postmaster Carruth of the cunt side
baa received the first Invoice of office
supplies furnished by the government
lu the hlHtory of Im Yegua as a
brick-layln-

g

com-iniinit-

Tmkey and eratilerry nuce will le
part of the menu at the I'lax hotel t
tuurrow; hIho white crisp celery rained
at the Duval garden. The "egelaliles
are ail nice and in eh taken dirict fiom
the I u vul g irdens
Students are daily makli g api Ilea,
tion for admittance tolh commercial
dipiiltnctit of the Normal L'lilversl'v.
The outlook fur the depuit nent la very
(Uttering. The night reshion will open
Monday. October I, IH'.f.i
.eller.-'-, mother of Mia.
Mrs. Misan
John () 1'laiik of the Lu Vega Hot
S;ringp, died at Kureka Springs, Ark.,
on Saturday evening, September lrt
She was7i vetra old. Burial was made
...at her old h"Uie In Tilllu, Ohio, on Tuesday last.
A gentleman from Santa Ke lias ui
HdvertlHcment In TmkOptic desirnm to
purchase stotk In the Mutual ItulUlmg
iV L ian association of tlm city, which
has been paid in for several yean. La
Yeas invent incuts Hre considered A I
cIhc where as well as here.

Bricklayers In Kl 'aso are being paid,
It la Bta'ed, at the rate of (l a day.
Several woikineu left here within ihe
week tor that place, having been
attracted by the money inducement,
thus reducing the nuinber lieu, which
has, from all act omits, been none too

ptt

and Thursday, October 4th and 5 h,
Ih'.f.l, for the examination of applicants
TIiohb wishing to
for regiHiratlon
stand the examination should notify
Hoard of
W C rorterlleld,
Pharmiiry, Silver City, N. M.
Tl. lecture tomorrow (unday) evening at the ll.iptist church by Mi Mma
Kveret, on the subject : "An Kvenlng
lu Iir17.il," Is to tie held under the
auspices oí Ihe Junior I!. Y. 1'. I'. The
Juniors made a pledge toward the ves-tr- y
and Ihe collection taken up will go
toward discharging that obligation.
Theodore Iimbrrtson. fl? years old.
he
died lust nlKht at his residence In
(iivens building "n llrldne street after
a long Hincas. The deceased whs generally esteemed ns a good citizen. He
was afflicted wlt'.i cancer and hns been
sick a long time. Kuneral services
w..i be held at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon from his lato residence. Rev.
Presbyterian
Mr. Skinner of the
church ofllclntlng. The wife and son
of the deceased survive him.
The Sunday school scholtM for ih
First. Trestiyterlan cuurch wire mosi
pleasantly entertained at tr.e chapel
last evening by I he o lucera and teach
ers. 1 h children had a Jol y time play
ing g unes and listening to Mr. hverl.'s
line phonograph,
l.efreshmenls, con
sisting of Ice creiiin and cake, wire
served.
There were 1.10 big and little
folks present
At a recent meeting nf the county
board Ihe county MHVeyor was In
8' ucied to get estimates on a Howe
l'onv Truss bridge lo t e put In at the
arroyo cros-iiiat Uomeroviile.
The
plans were submitted to th board and
favorahly considered an contémplate
abridge fourteen fe-- t wide by llfiy
feet in length and will cost In the
g

1

neighborhood

or

VX)

In another column will be found an
egreement on the pari of merchants to
close their places of business at 7 o'clock
e ch evening. Kvery merchant in town
should join th s movement. Hot h proprietors and c erks will be enabled to
enjoy their evenings at borne with their
family and all will do just at much
H's a good thing! I'ush It
business.
along by adding your name to the list.

E3TOUJC

OBOWEK
PROTEST FROM MORA COUNTY

The srtlst who Is In sestcli
of tttitudrs ilrscriptive of
torture, nd po' depicting
sutlrrmg need not en in me
k.
Chriti-mmtrrs of
old If he ronid only
see lliriniRh the walls
inlo tens of thousands
of homes all over tins
land, he would see
women undergoing
toiluies In s i r n c c
wa3
without complaining,
X iM'iore
vhich ine
Vhurf nrflrnU of the
manrri pair into
not hi us

Chairman

Watrous.

No one hut a

Q?l

i

M

Vy

s

SJ

N.

Kept

M..

1S.18M.

To the oftlclals. citizens and taxpayers
of Mora county that ao willingly
Joined me on the second day of
September, 1 899. in recommending
O. A.
and endorsing
Hadley s appointment as my successor as chairman of the board
of Mora county commissioners.
Oentlemen: I take this mode of
reaching you though the Dally Optic
nnd stating that I have done my full
duty by you myself and worked for
the best Interests of Mora county and
all concerned, and as I promised and
agreed, on the third day of Keptemher,
mailed, at Watls!t!t. before noon.
rous. to the address of Hon. Miguel
A. Otero, governor of New Mexico, at
Lns Vegas. N. M., (he being there at
thnt time.) my letter of resignation,
with your endorsements, with an ad

I

v

Watrous Writes on Behalf of
and
County Officials.

Mora County Taxpayer

womsn can tell
the .tory of the
s n f f e r in a, the
stid the

drsnondenry endured by women who
catry dailv hmdi n of 111 health snd pain
ra'Cali!- of dlnorders nnd detanireiiietit of
tlie di licsle and important oriimis that are
One of the
distinctly feminine
effects of tronliles of this kind I upon the
nervous "vstcm The tortures so bravely
endured completely and effectually shatter
)r Pierce's I'avorite I're.
the nerves.
script ion is an unfailing- cure for all weakness and ilisrasr of the feminine organism. It makes it strong and lirnlthy. It
allavs inflammation, in als ulceration nnd
soothrs pain. It die ; exhausting dlains
ml tone and huilds up the nerves. II
(,omI
fits for wifehood anil uiotlu rhood.
medicine dealers sell it, anil have nothing
" ju-- as good, "

wrt

1

ditional lettter urging the necesalty
On tho 9th,
hearing that nothing had been done In
I
a
matter,
wrote
second letter.
the
To this he replied as follows:
Hon. Joseph B. Watrous, chairman,
Watrous. N. M. Santa Ke. N. M..
Sept. 11. k;". : I am In receipt of
your letter of the 9th Inat. I have the
matter under consideration at present,
and will act on it within the next few
days; in any event In time for the
October session of the board. With
best wishes, I am,
cry truly yours,
Miguel A. Otero.
I have been away from home at my
cattle ranch since the 11th Inst, and
Just returned and learn that Governor
M. A. Otero has not paid the slightest
regard to our recommendation and
suggestion and that instead he Intends
to appoint some one fur below the
qualitlcationa of Governor O. A. Hadley. Can that be possible? I hope It
la a great mistake.
However, I will add, thnt as citizens
and taxpayers we have only done our
duty, in pointing out to Governor M.
A. Otero the best material In the third
district to fill the vacancy; some one
who would fill the place with credit
and to the satisfaction ot all concerned.
Mora county cannot run much long-- r
as It has in the past. Its creditors
are tired of waiting for their money,
and a capable man of brains and business like methods at the head of Mora
county affairs, at this trying hour ia
needed; one who can make the best
use of whatever may be before him
or nt his command and competent to
grapple with the present condition of
affairs.
I am respectfully yours,
Joseph II. Watrous.

of his prompt action.

t

" Since mv ln ehild wm horn, thirteen veani
airo. I hsvr sniff red horn ul.riiir triaihle,'
wrili-Mrs. I':tul llevrninr, of p Piro. Csnilw-t- l
and
Co., Temí. " I r.nnlt. d w vrral
tiM.k lint, h Tne.ii. uie. ttiit f'Sitnl noreli f. I had
verv Im.l
l'T tw. lee yedra, '.very monlh
I w.is in N il a week
liie lonllilv
alter. I wns ol.hneii lo krs-- in lied
and a wi-efor four months last summer. I wns just like
I lost IwHilv-M- l
a corpse.
tssiiids in fiair
I wns c Miching ar mn h I was conmonths
I aiulered
sidered In
in my Iwi.'k. tiesrisii down pains in
from
lite womb, chill" nnd col. I swe.ils After inking
v
l.olilen Metlleal
four isatles of Or
mv conliinK Miiined. ami alter ail

1

my
Isiltlesof llr I'u ree's
nnl were nasNrd withpenls tKinnie regnL-iNow I ani flesliv, miirr so than
out niiinare surprise! to see
ever lielore. Mv
me in such good health alter having aren me
ao low."

Constipation causes and sgrravates many
serious diseases. It is eedily cured by
Dr. Puree's Pleasant I'cUcU.

Blake, ranch; (Jeorge T. L'lrlck, White
Oaks.
Wm. 8. Blandish, a former business
man of this city, is here on a visit of
recuperation. Mr. Standlah is working the Miles Staiidlah mine at Lake
Yalley and Is doing well. Ills family
Is at present residing at Yuma, Arizona. He Is greatly surprised at the
growth Las Yegas has made since he
left here a couple of years ngo.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine TabJ. II. Vena of St. Louis, who has leta. All druggists reunid the money
been stopping ut Kl Porvenir, cuino to If it falls to euro. 25c. The genuino
town today.
26 6m
has L. B. G. on each tablet.
At the Plaza hotel: A. C. Appleby.
We will pay $12.00 a
WANTED
Hulla; Harney Maaon, Puerto do
week saliiry to either man or woman
I. una; Wm. 1. Cleveland. Denver.
Monthly
to represent the Midland
Mioses ;mce and Pauline Dunlap Magalne as a subscription solicitor.
Is
the same size as
arrived from Denver tins atternoou on The Midland
the Cosmopolitan. It Is
a visit to their Meter, Mrs. C. C. (Jlse. now In or
Its sixth year and la the only The Great
Popular Route
S. I.. Hurker of Ileuluh the other day Magazine of this kind published In
llclwccn the Kast and West.
severely sprained his ankle and haa tho great central west. "A handsome
HllolIT I. IN K TO
not been ublu to come to town In con- permium given to each subscriber.
sequence.
Semi ten cents for a cop of the Mid- New Orleans, HU l.oula, I. iea(,i, Kansas
City, New Vork, Washington and
Mr. and Mrs. .1. E. Hurley, Mrs. C. (1. land and premium Hat to the TwenCentury I'libliuhlng Co., St
Ail
(lie and Mrs. It. C. Kanki i will airlve tieth
Points in tha North, Eastand Southeast
Louis. Mo.
2Sll w

phikn.a

i

a

great.
several time in the past two weeks
drunken hoodlums, In the vicinity of
Chihuahua, indulged lu blowing hules
In the air with pistols, guna or some kind
of lire arms. Nune one will meet wltn In the morning from the Albuquerque
a surprise party lu that vicinity some lair and Kl I'hbo.
Mis. Payne and Miss Wonders of
night unless the dint ui balice
the Klk restuurunt expect to leave
The latest nickledn-the-slo- t
machine Sunday night on a two week's visit to
to anlve in the city Is a regular picture friends In Nlckuraou, Kan.
galleiy wheu put In operation.
It is W. T. Ilrownton and son, Layton
ready lor business at C. L. Hi mande' Brow nlon, father and brother of Dr.
You drop Ilrownton of ..us city, arrived here ou
Ht the west side pontolllce.
of a few days. They are on
the customary nickel lu the slot and nil a visitway
east from Suu Krunclaco.
their
visarray ofpictiu. s pais before your
Optic: C. M. Baker,
New
At
the
ion.
Denver; B. S. Price, Denver; John W.
There will be a meeting of the board Hall. Bradyville, Iowa; W. Zolaler,
of pharmacy at Lhh Vegan, Wednesday Denver; H. K. Kinney, Chicago; 11. K.

s

Husslan exp.orera are at wook la nil of
the
known parts of S bera.
r

ATTENTION!
Don't Trust Your Pbotoa to AgecU
Djttl Direct with the Artist.

Texas and Pacific

I'ullinaa l'a.lo

ngt ar

Nla,.

I.ouls. Iliilhis, Kt. Worth. Kl
I'uso mid Hun KriiiK-lw-o- .
I ;il ..iilxo Mitrshtill
and New Orleans without chauite.
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HI.

Solid Tealna from

Kl

I'm n

Past time.

M. I.nnls
Hun- - ron- -

eVc Unit your
nail via
lexii.A I'hcImV hnllwiiy.
for limps, time
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ir t HAS1I8
H
T. rMTMIVMIIKK,
Iroilui e our aurior wink. Exact like
S. W . K. A P. A , Kl
Texas.
uess, highly artistic Hnlsh, and prompt re- K. P. Tl'HN Kit,
mTio Airl.,
turn ot small phot. guaraulttd. Maud Ut
llallas. Texas
your plinto al uncu.
The Oceanic, thi largist ship all '.
ARTISTS' UNION, VtWW. arrived in New Yoik from Q u
enslown.
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WEEK LY OPriO
Progress or Court at Raton.

i
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An epidemic of typhoid fever has
ken out In the Moitnle quarter of

Antidog Sheep Kark.

To the Editor of Thii Optic.

broT- -

1 1

Katon, N. M., Sept. 22.-- On
Monday
lin.
morning the 4 o'clock train carried out
If yon ara tiouliled with doga or aolvtt
Chief Justice Milis, Clerk Homero, in your flocks learn bow lo make and oaa
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00.
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Mo,
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which
melting quietly away under
L. H. Oldfield,
the excellent management now con
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M. I. WOOD, A. M., M. O.,
Prtsldet
Chicairo Medical and Surreal Institute,
17 La8alle Aanue,ChionBo,
III.
Faiahllahed In l lilcita over tarnty yeara.
Keaularly rhartereil under tart of llllm.la
Lealalatura, (adlal (fully mhll I (Ml.ooO.
Theohlpat, larfMt, moat relliahl mimI
Tlmllral Inatltute In the I'. H.
I'rWata romna for fállenla with rnrllltlm
for any emeraenry.
,MleriHieodeal
anil I rlaroplrMl r.iamlnatloiui are made lu
raara
all
ahrnrrrr dlaanoala la douhlful.
Writs fur frea) llmik on llefornilllra and
llnaeea. t'luh S eet. ( nrtalure of the Milne,
llmnrhltla. Catarrh, l anrrr, Tuniiira, I Ilea.
I'aralyala, Killriay, Hhlnry. Illml.ler, r.Ve,
Far. akin ami IIIimmI
and all
ttoeralliina. Itrat farlllllea, anparalu
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No kvt'p Up
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K. lit ll
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n'lM' to ko
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Stolen.
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Lost.
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One find one-ha- lf
Two ...nler 1,11
Weakneaa nlKht lumra anil vital drain
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Inipotrnry.
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LI Von left hip. A liberal reward Krataonahle. No Inrurahle ranea arretrd.
Not'.O.II,"or deMMlt " a hrnira.
Is ofTeied for her return.
laanhnown tonal 10.000 tratlmonlal letlrra
.Iamfh IIakvk.v.
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file from rured pat lenta. Many rured at
25 4i-Lliany. N M home.
Conaaltatlon frra and ronnrtrntlal,
A fpl'liilld I.lleMUe I'axlel
prraonally or by letter. Writ aa
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It itou Is steadily growing and the
Volume of .lusiiiets .uereasing.
V. II. Mctilnnis was today nrraigned
on chariie of killing .MnrilT Fair near
t imarron.
Mctiiiiiiis It one of Hie
I he contt
r un 'olí hers
hoime was
i'iowiled when he entered,
nuril il In
th- - sieilITand
live riei.trlea ltenv.lt
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a will
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Mnall
w
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liiinif irial next
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ThursiUy. The cer Is likely
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much ln'eret.
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Inba ailvaiuata of our oiler at once. Local
ieirelittvf a waiiteil.
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.lu.ll.
of
Court
HWtrlet
In the
the
IMalrlct of the Territory of New Mexico,
Main St., Da bs. Tex
alttlna within uiiiJ for the County of San Natural Art Co.. 243
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The finest and best wheat Is grown
here, and flour mills would likewise
pay well. The cultivation of the
sugnr beet is a new industry and one
which Is meeting with great success
and paying large and handsome returns, the land here being so well
of
adapted for this purpose-h- at
growing sugar beets. And again, the
fruit Industry la one which la large
and productive; the finest fruits and
grapes are grown here, which would
compete favorably with the fruits
and grspes of California, and as soon
as these are better known the demand
will Increase and become very great
1 aere are aleo great Inducements for
the erection of factories for canning
fruits, which would pay well for any
money Invested.
New Mexico offers a home to sportsmen on account of her excellent game
s
and fish. Kaolin,
and alum
are all found here In large and vast
quantities. The mining Interests of
New Mexico are many and large, but
not yet fully developed. While many
are going to the Klondike country In
Alaska In search of gold, yet if they
did but realize it gold could be found
In New Mexico that would
satisfy
and far exceed their wildest dreams,
end they would not be exposed to the
danger and hardships Incident to a
trip to the Klondike. Gold and silver
Is here found In large and vast quantities, and the placers are famous
sources of wealth. The Investment of
capital to develop these mines and for
the erection of machinery for reducing the ore would be safe and would
handaomely pay. Copper, lead, line,
iron, building stone of all kinds, marble and onyx are here to be found.
New Mexico never had a speculative
period In her mining interests. While
they are rich and great, they are yet
in their infancy. Precious stones are
also here found of great value. There
aro valuable beds of turquoise In New
Mexico, which surpass the turquoise
of I'enla. which have been pronounced
by experts to be the finest, purest
and best in the world, and surpas.
any other turquoise In lustre and percolor. Fine garnet
manent
are also to be found here.
New Mexico offers many Inducements to the honest Immigrant who
comes to the Territory to seek a home.
The scenery of New Mexico is grand,
and the hand of Ood is everywhere
to be seen.
Touched by a light that hath no name,
A glory never sung,
Aloft on sky and mountain wall
Are Ood'a great pictures hung.
It is nothing more than right and
Just than that New Mexico be admitted into the Union. She deserves It.
and it Is her right: and the coming
congress should admit her Into the
SUterhood of States. There are many
states enjoying the rights and privileges of admission Into the Union
which have not the population of New
Mexico.
Delaware. 182.719; Nevada,
45.761; North Dakota, 182,719; Idaho.
84.385; Montana, 132,15; Utah, 247,-32and Wyoming, 60,705.
Why not New Mexico?

WHY NEW MEXICO EXHIBITS.
Because She Hal So Much to Put Bufore
the World.
1
riillHl.'llitk
Since there la to be a special
showing of thing New Mexican at
the coming National Export Kxponl-tlon- ,
Invite public attention to the
following facta: New Mexico I one
of the largest and rtrhPHt territories
of the west and out of whlrh
Rre.it
state will lie made. In order to Rive
an Idea of the nine of the territory,
I wouil Bay that New Mexico U equal
In area to New York. Pennsylvania
are In
and Ohio; 14.000.nort arre
mountains, 4.000.000 In desert and
60.000.000 of domain. In looking over
history we find that New Mexico was
discovered by
General
Francois
Vasquet de Ooronvlo on the 10th day
1540,
A.
of July,
and the first perI.
manent settlement established at San
Gabriel In 1 .'! by the Hpanlards, by
whom New Mexico was known as the
"hand of the Seven Cities of Cibola."
In 1605, Santa Ke, the present capital,
was founded. The region of New
Mexico west of the Ulo Orando was
ceded by Mexico to the United States
In 1848, and that east of the Klo
Grande was ceded by Texas In 1850.
The Territory of New Mexico was organized by congress In 1850. New
Mexico has a population of 250.000
and an Indian population of about

fire-clay-

30.000.

The climate Is dry. without extreme
heat or cold, and Is peculiarly adapted
to the cure of pulmonary diseases.
It has ben called the "Ijnd of Sunshine" a name which It well deserves. New Mexico Is beginning to
force herself to the front, and there
are many and good railroad facilities
on every side. The old picturesque
wagen that used to run
over the old Santa Ke trail has given
way to the locomotive and cars. The
seal of New Mexico represents the
Mexican eagle nestled confidingly under the shadowing wing of the
American eagle.
The people of New Mexico are Intelligent, learned and Industrious.
many
There are
institutions of
learning and education In the Territory, the most prominent of which
Is the University of New Mexico. which
Is situated at Albuquerque, and which
ranks well with any other university
In the United States.
The Franciscans and jesuíta did
much as the advance guards of civilization with their numerous missions
and are deserving of much credit and
praise and the highest commendation for their work, and the results
of the labors of these self sacrificing
and good men are now being seen and
realized.
The Territory of New Mexico offer
many inducements for the investment
of capital. There are vast flocks, and
herds, from which a large quantity
of wool is derived.amountlng to over
25.000,000 pounds annually. All the
wool Is shipped out of the Territory,
and clothing, blankets, etc., are purchased in the east Factories for the
manufacture of clothing, blunkets,
etc., would pay well, as the supply of
coal Is Inexhaustible and a good and
fine water power to run the mills Is
readily found in almost every locality,
and at the same time labor is cheap.
Vast herds of cattle are to be found
in the Territory of New Mexico; their
hides are shipped east to be tanned
and returned as leather, yet for a
small outlay of money the hides could
be tanned and turned Into leather
In the Territory. The New Mexico
live stock induBtry of cattle, sheep
and hogs Is famed and offers a great
Inducement for the investment of
capital. Horse raising Is another
great industry. Here also are to be
found large forests, and the finest of
woods, and the erection of sawmills
would pay well.
white-covere-

sky-blu-

e

FRANCIS TRACY TOHIN,
CommlHHioner Territory of New Mexico, National Kxport Exposition.

Philadelphia, August
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RATON NEWS-

-

Live Local Happening's Recorded In the David Thomas Writes About the Municipal
Wattr System at Emporia. Kas.
'Rsn."
Dr. J. M. Cunningham of Ias Vegas
was in Raton yesterday.
The Raton school bonds of $16,000,
were sold last night lo a New York
tlrm for $15.775.00.
Prof.J. P.Owen passed through Raton

Tuesday for Albuquerque, called home
by the death of his four year old
child.
VeW. E. Oortner and wife of I
gas will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
van Houten during the present term of

court

Hon. O. A. Hadiey of Mora county,
an always welcome visitor her , pnt
Suncruy and Monday with old time
Raton friends.
C. N. Priddy, a prominent business
man ot Leadvllle, Colo., and largely Interested In the Raton water works,
was here Saturday.
Friday morning at 2 o'clock the
spirit of Mr. and Mrs. Frank St Mine
field's bright and beloved
fifteen
months old daughter took Its flight
heavenward.
Mr. ana Mrs. W. J. Fúgate, now
living In Albuquerque, spent Sunday
In Raton.
Mrs. Fúgate went to Chicago on a visit and Mr. Fúgate took a
trip to Denver.
Miss Laura Lin wood, a former popular teacher and highly respected
young lady, has been selected by the
scnool board to fill the vacancy as a
teacher In Raton's public schools by
the resignation oí Mrs.Ona Schweitzer.
Mrs. J. Ieahy and sister. Miss
O'llrlen, left Tuesday morning for Colorado Springs to meet their brother
who Is a member of the Minnesota
editorial association which is touring
the points of interest in Colorado this

I

I

week.

Earl Thompson, the gallant son of
Thompson, a valiant Union
soldier In the civil war, member of Co.
I, 34th United States Infantry, wrote
home last week that they expected to
sail from San Francisco for Manila
last Friday.
The lawn social given by Mr. and
...rs. Pace at their handsome residence
Monday evening, was largely attended.
The Ice cream, sherbet, cake and
coffee served were excellent and the
social was a success financially as well
as otherwise,
Fred Rrueggemann and his son,
r'rltz, left Monday for Roswell, New
Mexico, where Frlti will enter his first
year at the Territorial Military .nstl- tute. Mr. Ilruegemann will remain
there for some days to see that the
young man is satisfactorily started In
the school.
Saturday evening about
o'clock,
Wm. Allen, a kid prisoner in jail accused of stealing from lturnam's store,
while washing dishes kicked out a window In the Jail building and struck out
for new pastures. Sheriff Campbell
being at home stated in pursuit and
overhauled the fugitive near the stock
yards and brought him back to prison.
Tuesday morning about 2 o'clock
between Raton and Gardiner canou
Frank Dogllo shot and it is thought fa
tally wounded a man named Levera.
They are both Italians and were employed at Gardiner. Sheriff Campbell
was not notified until eight o'clock In
the morning, when he Immediately
took measures to apprehend Dogllo
who had skipped the country. Dogllo
was captured at Trinidad.
T. I).

Printed curd i giving the eleventh annual statement issued by the Mutual
liullding and Loan assocl' Ion r now
to be secured at the utllce of the serre-tu- j,
Hoys! Prentice. The statement
is n very (Uttering on in many respects.
It hWt IhHt u.elntri n.v nn rhulr
dm t, line and premiums very promptly
and that the borrowers keep up the In
ten it charge in good shape. 'I he loans
Says a physician: "O te cause or
of i he a locution emouit to ltül,872 71
baldness It great Intellectuality." Tbls
and constitute a'moKt entirely ihe
Ih' number of stock- would indicate lhat baldness is for the
holders Is 477 and the uuuiberof si ares purpose of allowing the Intellect to
2,708.
shine.
en-ti- re

INTERESTING FACTS-

-

Emporia. Kan.. Sept 21, 1899,
Editor of The Optic.
I am visiting this city ot about
Inhabitants. I have many friends
living here and I think many friends
n Las Vegas, "sort of two loves, you
know."
Ilelng very much Interested In Ia
Vegas, and knowing that the citizens
are soon going to hold an election
for the purpose of voting bonds, the
money derived from such bonds to
be used for the building ot a water
works system to be owned exclusively by the city of Laa Vegas, so I send
you a few Items regarding the system
of water works the city of Emporia
10,-00- 0

owns.

Something over ten years ago the
city expended f.100,000. Since that
time It has paid off $88.000. Now the
city Is bonded for $212,000 bearing 4
per cent Interest
Ijist year's receipts In water rents
were $18.321.24 cash. Two large engines are going day and night, pumping water up a hill Into a reservoir:
from that the water Is filtered Into
another reservoir and from the latter
It Is piped Into the city as clear as
crystal. The city has thirty-fou- r
miles of water mains at present.
taps and 135 fire hydrants. The
pumping station expense last year was
$4.448.08. The superintendent of works
receives $t0 per month and after paying Interest on the bonds the people
as much for
here do not pay one-hal-f
pure water as the people of I .as Vegas pay for dirty water. Hero are a
few Items:
Residence of five rooms or less $6
per year; each room extra 50c.
Dlacksmlth per forge $3 per year.
sprinkling lots $5 per year: each
additional lot $3. DAVID THOMAS.
The above facts and figures go to
show what a municipal owned water
system will do for a city.
Here Is a city which ten years ago
voted $300,000 In bonds at 4 per cent
to put In a municipal owned water
plant twice as much money as this
city proposes to put in. It has paid
off $88.000 of the bonv. In ten years.
It has 135 fire plugs over five times
as many as Las Vegas; has all the
water needed for city purposes; several times as many miles of pipe as
this city, and furnishes water to citizens at $6 for a five room house
against $15 and $18 here and 50c for
each additional room against $3 or $4
a room. An Emporia man can irrigate his 50x150 foot vacant lot for
$5 a year and each additional lot at
$3 a year, while the Las Vegan pays at
the rate of 25c per square or $18.75
a year for a 50x150 foot lot and $18.75
a year for each adt..tlonal lot
Emporia has to pay $4,448 a year
for two pumping plants as part of the
expense of operation;
Las Vegas
would not have to pay a ten cent piece
as nature furnishes all the power necessary.
Emporia, It will be noticed, has an
Income of $18,321 a year from 1.500
taps. The city east ot the river
doubtless pays more than that for
half that number ot taps.
0

Probate Court Notes.
The final report and accounting of
the esute of the lae Mis. Auna J
Lusk, 1. T. Iloskins, administrator,
was received by Ihe probate court this
morning.
Letters of guaidianahlp were granted
10 Lucas Callow, for tba guardl uiihip
of hiaalatei, Mable Callow.
The estate of Die late Felipe 8. Martinez, father of Jose M. Martinez, of
Upper Las Vegas, will be probattd

nut

Monday.
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Copper Colored
Splotches.
There

only on o tire for Contagious
Blond Poison the disease which haj
complexly baflled the doctor. They
. ..
.
f
mm wuiii; unnuio to cure it,
anu aireci
their efforts toward bottling the poison
up In the blond and concealing it from
Tiew. S. 8. S. cures the disease positively and permanently by forcing out
Terr trace of the taint.
I wat afflict, with ft trr1hU blood til
hlcb waa In aputa at flint, hut artrwari
A

la

1

1

A

1

invav. all over mjr Unly,

out inte
hif MMin broke
ta
in

nrft,

and It
Iinaatna tha

iw

ufTt-rt-

chinch bugs and Ileaatan fly, which
have partly destroyed the crop. It Is expected that the recent rains will be of
mnch beoefltto this crop In checking
the ravsges of the Insects. Throughout
all sections the present growth of si faifa is strong and vigorous.
The rtlns
have Interfered with baying and harvesting late oats and wheat In northern sexy
lions, but by far the greater part of
these crops bat been secured under favorable conditions. Mock Is in very good
condition, and as aa abundance of fail
and winter feed la practically assured,
the outlook for all grazing Interests ts
very satisfactory.
The following remarks are extracted from the reports of corrnpond-ent- s:

I

When

Doctors
Disagree,

Milurwl. Hafora I W
came conilnwt that the
docto ra emiUs do no (tmI

Uernatlllo Brother Gabriel: A heavy
nuntrfi thunder storm, with rain and hail, on
waa nr II)
ill mw n ftvir. 1 Ihari the 15th. The ball was severe la some
tried VtrloUl TNttfnl localities.
Late crops are lxklng
w mdlclnrs, hut thf d'd
, T not ran tha dtNraaa
fall ly well, especially corn. Grasshophan I had flntnhrd aif
flrat bottlf of it. H. H. Í pers are becoming numerous and are
J
waa arcatlT ImproTtMl doing some damage to trees and
and waa dclitfhUtd with
tha raatilt. Tha larfra rM anlotal.a on my plants, (rapes are Une, but not abunhetrmn to prrow paler and amaltar. and
ehat
hafora lona; disappeared entirely. I reraiDed dant. Notwithstanding tha un f aformy
wftftht,
atronirar, and mf
(reatly Improved. I waa anon antlrelt adle season, torn toe did fairly well.
trail, and my ttln an Hear aa a pleoa of km.
U.U Ml Baa, lie Mulbviry St., Newark, W. J. Highest temperature, 00; lowest, 61;
Don't doatroy all ponaibl chance of a rain, 123
cure by taking the dtictor't treatment
Fast Las Vegas J. Thornhlll: The
of meroiiry and potash. These minera In drougth is broken; D if h ta continue
cauae the hair to fall out, ax 4 wiU
Cold, with frost on the 17th, which
wreck the entire pystm.
slightly damaged some Ute garden
truck. The rains have Improved the
ranges and atoe men claim favorable
snow files. Wheat is
is rcasxr vrobtabi.b, and Is the only conditions until
bhnxl remedy guaranteed to contain no being threshed ; In some places corn
has made a (rood growth, but will only
potash, mercury, or other mineral.
llooks on the disease and its treat be fit for fodder. The recent rains
dent mailed free by Swift típeciüc Com- have Interfered somewhat with oats
pany, Atlanta, (ioorgia- harvest.
Santa Fe United States W.ether
WEEKLY CROP BULLETIN
Bureau: Fine rains, followed by clearing, cool weather, with frost on the
U. S. Department of Agriculture. Climat
morning of the 17th. In torne gardens
and Crop Bullatlniof ths Woaihor
a few cucumbers, squashes, etc., were
Bursau, Naw Maxlco Section.
slightly Dipped, but the damage was
uut extensive. Alfalfa and beaut are
(Santa Fe. N. M.. rVptemhcr la. I).)
The week ending September 18 was growing well. Wheat Is about reudy
characterized by heavy showers, general to cut . II ighest temperature, 71; low
over the territory, followed by much est, 37; rain. 0 Vi.
cooler weather, which brought Iroais to
W at rout M. ('. Needharu: While
northern sections oo the minting of the the rains came too Ute to help crops
l?th. The showers were accompanied or hay, they will he of great lieneilt in
frequently by hail, which to some local- watering the rangis. The storm of the
ities was sulllelently heavy to chum 15th was accompanied by heavy rein
slight damage to late gardens. The rain and severe bail. Highest temperature,
were rather late to be of much benefit bi; lowest, 45; rain, 1 U0.
to maturing crops, as corn, beans, Inte
It. M. llARDINOK,
oats and wheat, and lata garden truck,
Section Director.
but will do much good to the ranges In
filling outside water holes and suturing
"Tex- - In Trouble.
favorable grazing condition fot the
Saturday J. C. Creekpum, generally
full and winter, or until snow comes. known as "Texas" got In a difficulty
Following the ruins the frost of the 17ib wiin Monteo A noy a at Piedra Lumbre,
about two miles from town, over a
covered the mountain caps of northern horse
getting Into Anaya's fields. The
exsections with anow, and in the more
horse belonged to a man by the name
posed localities of northern countlei of Hrown for wnom Tex was working.
caused some slight damage to melons, Anoya protested against Urown allowing bis horse to eat In his field and
cucumbers, squashes, etc.
Tex Interfered and Anally pulled a
Id northern sections wheat and oats revolver and fired at Anoyu, the ball
are being threshed; In eastern localities passing through Anoya'a cheek and
the yield is generally far below the aver- coining out at the neck.
Anoya, after being shot, fired a few
age, but In the northwest, where the
shots at "Tex" without effect however.
rains bave been more abundant, the
Complaint was made against "Tex"
crop has tuined out fairly well. Corn is before Justice Tnfoya and "Tex" was
lields
planted
promptly arreBted by Deputy Sheriff
maturing rapidly; early
usually are good, but Ute planted ,espec Cleofea Romero and put under $500
bonds to put In hie appearance Wedially on unlrrigated lauds, bave made
nesday
for preliminary bearing.
very poor growth, and, as a rule, are
only fit for fodder. The bean crop has
Alice R. Lowe of Albuquerque has
grown well, but la the absence of rains secured a decree of divorce from W.
bss been attscked In uiauy locailUtts by 8. Lowe for ttlwudoiiiuunt.
1

itnl
ollara, which
had

II

Herbert M. Fish, a proRTelv
and respected resilient of Cape
Vincent, N. Y., laid: "The doctora disagreed in my case, oneaaid
I had the grip, another that it waa
jaundice, and so on. I tried many
remedies but did not receive the
slightest benefit. I wallow spirited and nervous and had become
reduced In weight from 155 pounds
to less than 113. One day a friend
recommended Dr. Williams' Tint
Pills for Pale People.
I tried
them and the result waa indeed
marvelous. Mr appetite returned
and I began to feel rested and reAt the end of the
stored.
tenth box my physical condition
was better than it had been for
years and I was a well man.

Herbert

ülio

n.

a

Shall

S.S.S.oBlood

M.

Fisn."

Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 17th day of Nov., 1898.
Lloyd O. Woodruff,
Mic.
Notary
From the Eagle, Cabe Vincent,

Decide?

y.

Dr. Williams' TMnk rills f TaU PaopU
sontmin. in a condensed airm, all tha elementa nrri saary to give near Ida and neb-D- r
to tha lifiiod and restiira shattered
nerves. They aia an unfailing specific fur
urn. diseases m
alalia, partial
paralysis, Ht. Vitua' dance, at' imti-a- , neuraltae
gia, rheumatism, nervous hradm-he- ,
of lli B'ip, palpitation of tha
and
ronipleiiuns,
all
and
pale
sallo
heart,
forma of weakness either in male or fiinals.
Dr. Williams' Pías fin lar f si PmIs ara saver
salt kt tha Satsa s ksaSrsS. sat atoar la
I all ama 1st, sr Sleact Irsai Ova Or.
saek-Hs-

MsaHci

sat Mr

"
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The district court at Santa Fe haa
granted
a temporary
Injunction
against Captain William EL Dame
and Antonio Trossello preventing
them from selling or otherwise disposing of the Ornara coal mine near
Cerrillos.

Lulm, ts

ttSaaactaSt,
I2.M.

CsaMi.

ts, I Sais

N.

The Sunday law eases promise to
be an Issue In Santa Fe county politics In the future. The antl Otero people are roundly condemning the administration for the activity lta supporters are displaying In those

mtorlcuil Wolf.

oansjal la loar trap. Fro as a pholntrapa
Hlna Walt of 'rtnnpaw.
k captar, Jaa. SI. I MUS. Iks full snrsssi W f Ikli niasrksbu
1
arull isclTaa la Mr H.ttoa Thowpaoa'a " .la A
of lh, elslit hialarlaa lr,s belaa
liara avnewa," lha B'M
)
IS.
(
Sims,
Sellkaar'a
liarUa
I
toba.
thataf

Issts br

la doubtful If any animal sa ever n wire fea rwl or mora rtewpnratid hmit.1 than old
Ilu win known i.ievery r un liinmi In New M. nlim and his
Hie. kluK uf wolvi-a- .
Thouiiaoii's faimius bunk "Wild Anímala 1
I'haptvr in
liUiory forms an InUn-stliii- t
llar. h nown."
With aliiMMt human Intel Harnee he d. H.il all vfforta lo trail, shoot or poison him.
Ids
imr a wide stretch of country. A reward of tl.iau lirouHht
huntorsof fame who tried torlTuct hlscaptura willuiul avail, old Ulx fidling Ihidr evtiry
'""iVnally his nitle was cuptun-d- , and In sean-hlnshis cutmlna; and waa
for her. fiho
In four Ni-- Ihmi.-- I mi. ilyluK at lutt. It Is said, of ahroken tieart. 1 ha llluslratlun
sruml
To
his
thoae who are In
raptor.
hr
reprolm-etaken
a
Is
Iniin iliotiiraili
uliown
er-Ktel
In the triiipinit of wolves, the pauiphli t issued freehy the Oneida Community of
kenwood, N. Y.. will prove tnont Intereoting.
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LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

among the visitors to Denver, attending the festival of mountain and
toma of Interest Gathered Around plain.
' Col. E.
Vegst and Vlclnltv.
L. rtertm m of Santa Fe li In
on a visit to bis son and daughthe
city
rmM TrKiAT's daily
ter, who are here to attend the Normal

ta

l(h;als

UlilVrrRIt

j.

tlval of mountain and plain from
points south of Trinidad. The number of trunks carried by the excursionists was a little remarkable and
while they were packed light In going
the probability Is that they will be
good and heavy In coming back.
President Murphy of the Santa Fe,
Prescott ft Phoenix railroad, says In
his annual report: "The Castle Creek
and Hrlggs mining districts are attracting considerable attention, and
there Is good reason to believe that
they will soon develop sufficiently to
warrant the construction of a branch
Into that section, leaving the main line
at Hot Springs Junction. The main
line should he extended through the
Salt Klver Valley to Mesa. It will be
necessary at an early day to construct
a branch line to Ingleside, and possibly Inter extend this branch to Mesa,
via Tempe, Instead of building direct
from Phoenix. The mining districts
lying betweeen Globe and Mesa would
seem to Justify a through line from
Phoenix to Globe."

Advertise to I list people will krow
Ml-- t
Kllen Wood, head milliner in
where to buy.
Ilfeld's department store, has gone to
The stove dealers have en mm need Denver, to attend the fittival and at
(o reep tdeir harvest.
the same time look after some business
A light fir Id the ttove morning mi matters.
evening Is coming Into furor about
John Frlck, Assistant In Scheurman't
these days.
bicycle store, returned
from a
Another month and then you will trip to Alouqoerque, where he spent a
commence to shiver, Better order that day or two In taking In the tights of
overcoat toon.
the street fair.
Mrs. Then. Lambertson taken this
At the Castañeda:
Ike M. Hohn,
means of thanking all those who so St. Louis: J. (. Dldleman. St. Paul:
kindly assisted In her late bereave- Dr. and Mrs. Shlnault, Helena, Ark.;
ment.
A. I). WhlUon, Alhuquerque; Charles
,
Hurl me the absence of John Stew- II. Kehrman, St. Louis; E. O.
Henry Stoddard. New Haven,
ard In Denver this week, 11. E. Illake
will guide the destinies of tbe Sunday Conn.; K. N. llergmann. Santa Fe;
A Ijo Angeles telegram says: The
Charles Atchison, Heading, Pa.; J. M.
morning paper.
Kii'hardHon. Kaunas City. Mo.; Charles Santa Fe Pacific having settled Its tax
adThe Agua Pura company or Its
Grant, I.arned, Kas. ; Charles Roe, Al- troubles In the various counties In
vocates have failed to advance one buquerque.
Arizona. Is now seeking to bring about
city
satlxfactory reason why the
a similar result In New Mexico. Judge
own
not
Its water works.
should
One of the Harry's has left the em- C. N. Sterry.the head of the company's
Cool, froKty weather Is apparently ploy of Wtgner & Myers and the charm law department, Is now In the east arholding off In good shape and grass Is In contequeiice bioken. He I llsiry ranging the basis of compromise In
on the rango continues to grow, being II Kauffmau, leaving this morning for the matter. The company will probofTer the counties In New Mexipushed along by the warm sun, day- Denver, where he will enter the em ably
co through which the road passes a
times.
ploy of the Trltrh hardware company valuation of $2,5(10 a mile for the purIt is said that a fresh onion cut and as traveling salesman. Mr. Kauffman poses of taxation, as was done in Arilaid In cupboard and refrigerators will will not be lost tight of entirely by zona. I'nder a recent decision of the
drive red ants away. It will also give Las Vegans. Inasmuch as his territory United States supreme court, the rail-ro- i
Is exempt from taxJ's
an onion flavor to jour butter If left
In t olorado and New Mexico.
ation. The concession of $2.500 a
lit
too long.
mile for the purposes of valuation, Is
Mil ltoenibal. who represented El conceded as a compromise
Intended
There was a lack of water around
town this morning. The Agua Tura Dorado lodge, Kn'gbta of Pythias, at to be fair to all concerned.
company failed to flnlHh repairs on ibe (Jrsnd lodge meeting at Silver City,
Dr. J. M. Ford has tiled with the secthe pipe line as quickly as expected, returned this morning on No, t. He retary
of Arizona notice of his Intenwith the result that the water pipes stopped over lo Albuquerque and took
tion to build a rauroal from Phoenix
were dry when the early riser essayed
on
In
.
Saturday
the sights of the fair
southwest via Gila Ilend and the Ojo
to draw water from them.
Mr. Rosenthal waa cleverly entertained mines to Uultovaquitn, on the Mexican
The nights are growing longtr, and by bit Albuqiirque friends during his border, 130 miles.
The company proposes to
Its line fifty- - three
therefore yju want something to read. stay. He also went to Lordr-burand miles fromextend
Qultovaqulte to a small
Tiik Oi'Tiu will be put In a bot, on hi tended Ibe dedication exercises of the
harbor on the northern end of the
jour front porch or thrown uinlde new K. I. hol ding at that place. It Gulf
of Mexico. Another line will comjour house every n'ght. la the week for is, he says, the Hist lodge building mence at Phoenix and run to Jerome,
SO cents; or 75 cents a month .
thence to the Grand Canon. A third
owntd by the Knights of Pythian In line
will start at Phoenix and run to
' Cy Bonrher has taken
an agency New Mexico.
Globe and Morencl.
Attorney General
with the I'nlon Mutual I.lfe Insurance
KAII.KOAI).
C. F. Alnsworth has also filed a deccompany of Portland, Me., and will
Intention for the construchiiHtle for business throughout
the Trainmaster Fox returned this morn laration aofbroad-gaugtion of
road from Senterritory. Mr. Boucher Is a good man ing from a trip on the road.
tinel, on the Southern Pacific via Phoeand the company he represents A 1
Harry Bowman has return nix to Solomonvllle and thence to conand he no doubt will build up a good ed Engineer
from San Marcial and will resume nect with the Southern Pacific line at
business.
a run on this dlvltilon.
Kallroad Pass, a distance of over 200
The Mutual Protective society of E st
Frank M. Kissinger, late of Topeka, miles.
Las VtgMS will give a grand ball at Ro- Kaa., has gone to work on the reTrain Dispatcher Hrlstol Is waiting
senthal hall no Saturd j evening next, pair track. He will remove his fampatiently on Storekeeper F. O. Wood
September 30. A good time may be an- ily to this city ere long.
for the payment of a wager entered
ticipated by those who attend. Ladles
Two ladles of the Harvey house em- Into between them last
Thursday
ployes at Ash Fork, Ariz., are spend- afternoon. Mr. Wood It seems, owes
are free.
ing a few days In the city as the Mr. llrlstol a "bottle of the best stuff
The "section gang" of the street rail- guests of Mrs. Schmitt, on
Tilden that Is put up." This Is, however, an
way company is fixing up a short stretch street.
elastic term and Mr. Bristol Is In conof track at the corner of Center street
Wily Holmes went south this morn- sequence a little In doubt as to what
and Ituilroad avenue. The track was ing to learn the idiosyncracles of the It really means.
It all happened laBt Thursday
gradually sinking Into a mud hole road, preparatory to taking a position
afternoon. Mr. Wood
about to
there. This is being remedied by re- as fireman, billy luis the best wlHhes take No. 1 train to go was
to Albuquermany
of
success.
friends
for
bis
moving the rotten ties and to placing
que. There were eight cars on the
No. 2 this morning carried a number train, all of them being heavily
new timber, at the same time raising
of soldiers lately from Manila, going loaded, and the train was an hour bethe track fully six inches higher.
to their homes in Kentucky.
They hind time. Just then one of the new
PKHSONAL8
were quite unanimous In declaring Baldwin locomotives, No. 837, backed
Incompetent
la
General
Otis
to up to the train and hooked on to the
M. Trailer of Albuquerque Is stop-plu- that
manage the campaign In the Philip- cars. It was evident that this eugiue
at the Central hotel.
pines.
was to perform the service usually perA. A. Cams has taken
position
No. 2 passenger train was delayed formed In times past by two engines.
"Oh, say," said Storekeeper Wood to
with Uraaf & Moore, the grocers
for three hours at Glorieta this morning by a slight wreck at Waldo, caused the train dispatcher, "I want to get
At the New Optic: A. C. White, by the draw bara on a freight car lo Albuquerque tonight. The train Is
Shoemaker; J. J. May, Trinidad.
breaking and fulling on the track. No. an hour late now."
"Well," replied Mr. Bristol. "Ill
At the Plaza hotel: Leandro Lucero, 2 came through on time earlier In the wager
you $10 that you will .got to
night
Vlilaneuva; Fiauk Fonda. Hereford,
Albuquerque on time."
Sixty-twpersons went from this
Tex hi; Matt Kobtrtson, St. Joe.
The two gentlemen bantered each
place to Deliver last Sunday morning. other on the probability of gutting to
Mr. VV, A. (iveiis Is numbered Fully 300
people have gone to the fes- - Albuquerque and finally Mr. blood
btod-dard-

right-of-wa-

'

g

made the wager as stated, "a bottie
that Is put up."
It Is Just possible that the train
dispatcher took more than usual Interest In the progress made by No. 1
that afternoon, for when the train
reached Bernalillo, having made up
all the time that was lost this telegram was thrust Into Mr. Blood'a
hands.
I .si Vegaa, N. M, Sept 21.
F. O. Blood. Bernalillo.
Send me that bottle on No. 2 tonight
by
.
(Signed)
of the best stuff

BRISTOL.
Mr. Blood Is In town today but

at

last accounts hadn't sent the bottle up
to the dispatcher's office.
SPRINGER SPRAYS.

Irsms of Local Intsrsst Found In tha
Columns of ths Stockman.
8. Floershlem was over In Union
county this week looking after some
sheep.
Capt. Sturgea was a very sick man
part of this week, but we are pleased
to note that lie la much better now.
C. E. Hartley went to Clayton Saturday where he loaded several thousand head of Iambs for eastern buyers.
J. R. McWade. mining operator at
Ellzabethtown, left for Pueblo Tuesday morning, where he will spend the
winter.
It Is said that L. ... Brown and Attorney Baker of Ellzabethtown. are
preparing to start a Democratic paper there.
A girl baby came Friday
of last
week to gladden the home of Mr. and
Mrs. U. M. Dawson at Maxwell City.
This la the first real opportunity . of
this family to rejoice.

Capt J.

D.

l.ee. who built the

Con-

fidence mill at Ellzabethtown. came
down by stage Monday evening, leav-

ing for a couple of weeka business
stay In Pueblo and Denver.
E. L. Splelman, brother of F. L. of
our city, whose father Is visiting him
for a few weeks, came in Thursday
from Murdock, Illinois, and will remain until spring at any rate. They
are all excellent people and very welcome among us.
Mike Graham waa a passenger down
from Baldy Monday evening. He goes
to Pennsylvania for a visit of several
weeks with relatives ana will then go
to southern Grant county, near Ixirds-burwhere be will operate with 1
C. Ulakslee't company.
E. F. McCartney and family returned to Martinet the 2d of the month
after a short sojourn In Texas looking for a location. Mr. McCartney la
satisfied with Colfax county now and
firmly believes that the Martines
country was a part of the garden of
Eden and none of It Ilea In Texas.
Otto K. Dorn. president, and F. W.
Miller, superintendent of the American Flag mine at Ellzabethtown, were
In the city Monday, coming down Sunday evening. Mr. Dorn left Tuesday
morning for a few months visit to hla
Cleveland, Oblo, home and Mr. Miller
to Raton on mining business. Mr.
Mike Walsh and Attorney M. W. Baker accompanied them, the former going to Katon with the latter who will
attend court, being a member of the
bar. MeBsrs. Miller and Walsh returned Wednesday, leaving for Ellzabethtown in the afternoon.
g

Rev. B. C. Matthews, presiding elder
the El Paso district, New Mexico
conference of the M. E. church.
South, died at home at El Paso Friday of consumption contracted at
Ark., three years ago. Elder
Matthews was born near Humboldt,
Gibson county, Teuueanee, 40 years
ago.
of

e.

i i

are employed In the Rio Arriba county
SOME CATTLE RANGES.
coal mines, who
produced 39,000
tons of coal last year.valued at $31,100.
Ths Country Around Wlldy's Well Held
by a Few Herds.
Captain George Curry and his first
I
lieutenant,
Charles Itallard.
with
thirty-simen pasRcd through AlbuFrom Pan Augustine ranch to
The Roswell Register has Installed querque on their way to San Francisco
Culp's Well. In Iona Ana county, the
a now Cottrell cylinder press.
where they will Join their regiment,
road leads through a labyrinth of red
Eleventh cavalry, which Is dessand doona of tornillo or mesqulte,
Messrs. Lyle 6 Sutton have taken the
.
igned for early services In the I'hlllp-pinesInterspersed with tufts of gramma and
taken charge of the Windsor hotel at
buffalo grasses, which together with
Socorro.
mcsquite beans In their Benson, furEd O'Brien, the news stand manager
Antonio Carel of Focorro killed at the Harvey house In Albuquerque,
nish nutritious food for stock, and lead
himself Sunday a week by accidenal-l- has been transferred
also across the Jarliias, through the
Mojave.
to
discharging a gun.
center of the mining camp. The
Cal.
He will work for Harvey until
range Is little more than 17
HAVE NEVER
The New Mexican conference of the limited trains are put on, about
miles long, thrust by Internal convul-nlon- s
the M. B. churrh south will convene at October, when he expects to run on
Ths
Tried
some hundreds of feet above
Anthem as news agent between
Albuquerque this wwk.
the level of San Augustine plains,
M
Chicago.
geles
and
There are some people In Roswcll
about midway between the SacramenMajor Llewellyn Is reported down
who oppose the establishing of a newer
tos ou the eastward and the Organ-Sasystem. They are also probably op- again with a recurrence of the fever
Andreas range on the west, or
posed to batnlng.
which he contracts! during the cammiles from either of
about thirty-fivvery
Is
low
at
his
In
paign
and
Cuba
ranges last mentioned. The range
A party of forty-eigh- t
lumbermen home In Las Cruces. This Is the
contains minerals such as Iron, copfrom Pennsylvania have arrived at fourth or fifth spell the major has had
per, gold, silver and lead. About nine
Decause they think it is
Alamogordo to work for the Alamo- of tho fever and heroic measures are
miles to the eastward of the Jarliias
gordo Lumber company.
nasty and bifler, disagreeable
necessary to ensure his recovery.
Is located "Wlldy's Well," boie oj J.
The average pout of mining by the
H. Wlldy, now deceased, to a depth of
Many
the Isolated settlers In the
to the sTciDoch and vtoIerT
Cerrillo Coal Railroad company per Mogollonsof are
more than 600 feet, through sand, gravvery uneaBy about the
tun is from 70 to 90 cents. The safety of their families since the killel and clay. The water from this well
in action.
wages paid are from $2.!i0 to $3 per ing of Green Ilatterson. It Is said that
Is drawn to the surface by a ten horse
THESE
A6K
day.
power engine, and amply supplies
a small hand of Indians are still lurkhead of cattle: and as there Is
Arthur Austin, who hag been a clerk ing In tho shadowy récense of that
sup
no
water
adequate
other
In J. O. Creager's atore at llland. has forest reserve. Tho sheriff of Socorro
ply In the vicinity except water holes
accepted a position as stenographer county has been appealed to and will
rilled during rainy seasons. the range
for Solicitor General K. L. Itartlett at despatch a trusted deputy to that rethereby secured for several thousand
gion to Investigate.
Santa Ke.
cattle Is most excellent. This well
James Hill a brother of Jeff and
Capt. W. M. Hurst and son Ilrecb
and Improvements, wltn several hunTommy Hill of (llllta. got his collar returned to Roswell from a twelve
wi tell you
dred of good cattle, have recently
bone broken recently. The horse he days' trip In the Guadalupe mountain,
been purchased by Fltrgerald Moore.
all disagreeable.
at
s
was riding was jerked to the ground Texas, forty miles weHt to Gran
Twenty five miles to the southwest
fnoT
by another horse he had roped.
ranch, from there forty miles I i And as a cure for InrfiiesTw),
of Moore's rauge W. J Fewell of El
I'aso has a boring machine in place
Tommy Hill of Gllita roped a big west to the ranch of R. L. Hall, then
Is searching me Internal economy
and
gray wolf recently and choked It to thirty miles southwest to U. A. Cure- uConstipatlor),
Kidney
cf mother earth for water wherewith
were three of tho ton's on Salt Flat. They bought
death. There
to quench the thirst of his flock and
escaped. If steers from various ranchmen, to be
wolves but the others
Disorders is m-- J
herds. If Mr. Fewell la successful be
Mr. Hill hau had a gun he could have shipped from Carlsbad November 1.
will at once locate a herd of cattle on
killed all three.
Two marriages took place Monday
the range, which Is not sought by
The ladies of Albuquerque are said forenoon at the cathedral in Santa
neighboring herds during tho dry seato make a fine appearance on horse- Fe, Vicar General Fourchegu officiason.
back by their graceful actions In hand- ting at both of them. Jose Duran, a
To the north of Major Fewell
ling their horses. The ladles will young man employed by Solomon
ranch about fifty mllea below the
A CRISIS COMING- MagMiss
soon organlie a riding club, bless Splegulberg, wrs married to
Grapevine canon is the southern limit
dalena Rael, and Hornillo H. Garcia, Deputy Marshals Proceeding to Stonewall of O. M. Ie's range. Mr. Lee has rei eir dear hearts.
In the Santa Fe railroad
emuloved
cently culled his herd, having sold bin
to Eject Settlers.
Governor Otero has appointed the office at Albuquerque, was married to I
Interest In the U M. brand to F. Moore
following notaries public:
Ezequlel Miss I'etrla G. Garcia, daughter of
cows to mate with
. de Haca, Las Vegus. Ran Miguel
A special telegram from Trinidad, reserving his best
Mrs.
Jcsuslta
Garcia.
llerefords recently purchased for that
county; Albino Frletxe, Mesilla, I)ona
dated Kept. 25, says:
purpose. Lee has also a herd of
Ana county; Augustus Sumuel Harris,
The Silver City Savings Bank has
ie Maxwell land grant trouble Is
Hope, Eddy county.
filed Incorporation pupers at the office j very near a crisis and tomorrow will horses ranging from 14 to 16 hands
develop- i. gh, from which saddle ponies for
W. M. Atkinson, manager of tho of the territorial secretary. The capi- probably bring Important
deputy range use and harness horses may
Milne-HusI & C company has had tal Is $30,000, divided Into 300 shares, ments. This morning the
be selected In goodly numbers.
tire guards plowed all around the farm as follows: Charles F. Grayson, 210 United States marshals who arrived
To the southwest of Lee's Dog
hire Saturday evening left for tho Canon
and the other day finished vaccinating shares; Charles C. Shoemaker, Euge.ia
ranch is located the range of
his fine Hereford calves for the pre- Cosgrove, James W. Glllelt, John HJ-L. Stonewall country with enough ammu- J. H. Morgan,
stocked with both horIlurnslde, John W. Carter and
nition and provisions for a long camvention of black leg.
ses and cows. Mr. Morgan has also
ward M. Young, each ten shares, i ue paign.
It Is asserted by the El Taso papers, above incorporators are also the diThey are not rushing matters, a poultry farm In which he takes
that miners engaged in dry washing at rectors of the Institution, Jumes W. however, as today they only readied great pride, and from which he derives
Jurliia placers. In Otero county, have Glllett being president and Eugene Weston, about half way to Stonewall, large pecuniary benefit. Other small
panned $100 from a cubic yard of dirt, CoHgrove vice president.
rnd camped there for the night. Thf y herds water ut Moore's, Iee's. and Morand that $30 per day has been made
L;.nct by tomorrow night to reach gan's troughs, so that while the ranGovernor Otero will open the horti- Stonewall, where their camp will be ges mentioned are many miles In area
by two men for two weeks past.
cultural fair at Santa Fe formally on
there Is but little of desirable terriThe Koswell Register say the El October 4. The exact hour for tne established.
tory now unoccupied south of La Lux.
say
grant
officials
luey
that
The
Verde Grande compuny received a opening ceremonies has not yet been mean business and that tney propose at the foot of the sacramento
large well boring machine from the filed, but it will probably be at 1 now to evict every settler from their
C. F. AuHtin Well Drill compuny of o'clock. The exhibition
Itself will property
a large party of regulars
Chicago.
It Is the most powerful open at 10. Exhibits are beginning to have to beIf calUxl into action.
Realty Transfers.
drill yet received in that locality.
arrive already. The exhibit made at
yesterday made
correspondent
Your
colby
agricultural
Albuquerque
following
the
real estate transferí
The
Amerito
Stonewall,
trip
a
where the
Governor Otero's report to the sec- lege.
Casad, Mr. Stockton and can rettlers reside. The trip was ac- were issued during the week ending
retary of the Interior regarding terri- others, Mr.
was shipped direct. Mr. Casad
Interference, al- Saturday, (September 23. IbW:
torial Interests, has been forwarded to has returned to Mesilla to obtain a complished without twenty
though the roud for
miles this
washlugton and will soon be pubished. fresh supply of fruit before the fair.
Mahlon Uarrold and wife, to I. D.
side of Stonewall was lined with Mex- de Romero; consideration, $281; conMuch care and labor have been beearnholding
who
to
be
icans,
seemed
veys lot In I as Vegas.
stowed In collecting the necessary
Thieves recently broke into the Rosconferences and closely watcheu
data.
well Hook store In the postofflce build- est any
Terry C. Hogsett and wife, to James
on
movement
suspicious
the
for
ing, stole a quantity of cigars and
F. Williams; consideration, $1; conalong.
strangers
who
passed
destroyed other
part
of
Mountain lions have
merchandise belonging to N.
meeting had veys luud.
A largely attended
about one hull of the young colts on Jaffa, the proprietor, and relieved his
Daniel T. Hoskins, trustee, to I. D.
the range In the vicinity of Frisco till of about $4.60 in dimes and nick- been in progress during the day, but
will- Romero; consideration, $284; convey
was
who
of
no
attended
one
those
Horse owners have
this season.
els, but overlooked
j In a small tin
to pay a reward of $5 each for box setting on a shelf opposite the till. ing to tell what conclusions, if any. lot In Las Vegas.
John I). W. Veeder. to Elmer K.
dead lions in addition to the regular 1 lie y went Into the postofflce In the were reao.ed.
who are Veeder; consideration. $1; conveys
opinion
of
general
those
The
bounty. '
got
only
room,
rear end of the
but
not In ou the controversy was that the lot 8. 8, Veeder addition.
Itlo Arriba county has several Im- fifty or sixty cents, having no use for settlers would not submit to eviction
J. 4. Ioex, trustee et al, to John
stamps,
were
which
left
unmolested
promisa
portant coal mines and a large,
fighting. They are all armed iireenough; conveys Interest lu
wlinout
except
were
a
drawers
that
the
all
taken
only
ing coal field was discovered
grant; consideration, $1.
a fight.
ready
for
and
forty-fivon
a
out
shelf.
men
and
left
few days ago. About
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writes a La Pinta correspondent. The
A WONDERFUL CURE OF
Red Hot from the Gun
well Is over 100 feet derp and ha
DIARRHOEA.
Was the ball that hit U. It. Steadman
ninety fort of water. Aa the lnweat
J 'depth was ronrhod the water rose A. PROtllNKNT TIKIII.IIA EDITOR of Newark. Mich. .in the Civil War. It
caused horrible fleers that no treatV forty feet In about a second, and la
ment helped for 2U years. Then Huck.
f now only eighteen feet from the ton. Bid AlmnttoifMi p, bat Was llrnntht ;en'a
Arnica Salve cured him Curea
It
sweetest,
la
pnrpst
the
water ever
IVrff-r- l
HarN I
Between forty and sixty San Marelal
Hrallh hf number Cuts.
Hums, Jlolls. Felons,
people attended the Albuquerque fair. taut (Ml.
lala'a Colin, Chalara and luarrhura Corn, l!rule.
Skin Kruptlona. Best I'lle cure
Mptnady Kvait ML sdllnrlal.
.
.
T..
on
a
W
a
cts
earth
tox. Cure guaranteed.
Thn
harmlesa
of
Eddy
character
iiniint'r 01 i,,eo ijeoweiifue'n or
Krotii the Times, Illllxtlllp Va.
Sold by
Co., and
Knn Marrlal died rerently at Dcutsch ro,,n,r criminals would ieera to be evl1 su tiered with diarrhoea
Murphey-Va- n
1'eiten, Druggists.
Krone, Wort f'russla. agpd 79 ypara. denced by a happening In a recent lime and thought 1 was fort long
past being
trial case, saya the Carlsbad Argus,
Somo clumsy durk hunters mortally During the progress of the case. It waa cured. I had
much time and
There are better Ueh In the sea tnan
money
and sutlered so much misery have ever been caught. Somehow
wounded a valunlile dog loaned to noticed that tho Prisoner wan not nroa
the
I
had
that
decided
almost
to give up all
them by Thomas S. Hrflin of Silver ent. The court very naturally queried:
nopes or recovery ana await the result, big ones manage to get away.
City.
npres the prisoner
upon
In but noticing u, e
and
advertisement ol
Take dose of I'rk ki v Ami Hit.
Mrs. Kllpntrlck.formpr print ipnl of vpstigatlon he was found by a bailiff Chamberlain's Colic, Chilera and DiarIn
a
room
side
calmly
smoking. He rhoea Remedy and also teatiinonials TVftH at nioht when- j 011 r,,i
p.
the Hlllsboro school., was married
1,
" ImAv. n ..,!
at Travera City, Mich., to a Mr. returned to the dock and the usual staling how some wonderful cures had you will feel bright and vigorous next
11
you
nooning.
a
business
proceeded.
win
insure
copious
been wrought bv this remedv. I decided
Hobbs.
and healthy passage
the bowels, ImCaptain Tom Murphy of Hlllsboro to try it. After taking a fw dosrs I proved apnettte aud of
Hon. W. 8. Iloppwell and Tom Koaa
dlireatinn
aiiri
It..
entirely
was
well Of
anri t
of Hillshnro are makli g a shipment of nas a good, irlsn name but he belongs Wish to say further tothat Ironhlx
creased energy of body and brain.
reudera
and
mi
to
society
of "Joiners." He will fellow.
the
2.500 head of beef atecra to the eastern
drinks because
ni fferer that I am a hale and its11 neais stimulating
leave on the 1st of October to repre- hearty
market.
reviving Influence ir natural, hence
man today and feel as well as
sent Kingston I,odge No. 1, F. ft
!
permanent
Sold
ninr.,k.,A'.n
- WU
VIH1,UIJJ
ii iu in my me. i;. ii. MooitE Í
John Dallhelmer. owner of the now A. M. at the Grand
whli-eon
'etten Drug company.
oid by K. 1). (loodall, druggist.
famous Climax silver-leamine at venes at Albuquerque on the first Mon
Kingston, la making a 25 ton shipment clay In October. He will then
It Is said there ia no fool like an old
ko to
A farmer says It goes wgaliisl the
to the I'ueblo smelter.
egas. where he will represent
fool but there are some young ones
to
grain
cut
corn.
Tom I'hilllpa Jr.
waa aeverely I'ercha Midge No. 9. I. O. O. F.. at the
that run close second.
wounded at I'lnoa Altos, while mon- Grand I.oiIkp which convenes thro
oloanlfl
aroptlnna
on
the second Tuesday of October
keying with a revolver, supposed to
Hot daVS followed h Ponl rtlrvVila Mill
Are grand, but kn Kruntlons rnh
be empty; but the thing went off.
Aztec Index: From
nernnr.nl ni. lire or joy. nucklen's Arnica Malve breed malaria In the body that la lul
I'iik-kiAm 11.
Mr. Keyes. who lives near Silver servatlon we can state that tho reports Cures them: alan íítii Ktiiininrv ,nH lous or costive.
Kever Sores, Ulcers, IJoils, I'elons, tkims. TKlia is very valnatile at this time for
City, this season raised a beet weigh- of drouth on the La Mata thin MliHKf
ing twelve pounds and fourteen ounces were greatly exaggerated. The hay nans. uuis. llrulses. Ilurns.
d. seeping ine sromacti, liver and bowels
and measuring thirty Inches In circum- crop was somewhat short In the lower (iispped Hands. Chilblains. Best pile well regulated. For ssla by Mi.rphey-Va- n
I'etten Drug company.
end o fthe valley, but this was due not cure on earth. Drives out rains and
ference.
Achea. Only ?3 els a box.
lire iniar
SO milch tO the lai'k of water f,r Irrigo
Native copper ore haa been struck tlon as to the way It r as handled
Sold by Murnhev-Va- n
I'etten
Sometimes when a man tells you he
Tho anteed.
In the San Marelal mine near Hose-dal- question
Drug
priority
of
of water rlghta Co. Co. and lirowtie & Manzanares it discouraged he Is merely preparing to
Two sacks of the ore were tested IS now in the courts for
settlement
spend the rest of his dat In Idleness.
at the Kelly smelter with the most
ana once settled, there will be water
tvery woman believes
her
results.
enough and to spare on the I a Plata doctor had been living In that if
A Word to Blolhara
the days of
J. II. Latham of Millsboro haa 250 Clven plenty of water, it Is the pret
Mothers of children affected with
Methuselah,
Methuselah
would
liv
be
head of cattle which he will traile tlest section of New Mexico.
croup or a severe cold need not hesitate
Ing yet.
with K. C. Montoya of San Antonio for
to administer Chamberlain's Couirh
Of
200 circular letters pnVnln
some
1,500 head of sheep. The deal will
KemeCv.
It tontaina no opiate nor
Ing advertising matter received at the
IS certainly sratifvlnff In tha mih
It
be closed October 1.
San Marelal postofflce this week from He to know of one coneeru in the land narcoiii! iu any form and may be given
Cot'iVleiilly to the babe aa toan adult.
Twelve hundred sacks of t00 ore Montgomery. Ward ft Co., says the wtio are not afraid to be generous to the as
1 he great Success
that has attended tta
i
passed through Hlllsboro during the Ilee, more than twothlnla
a.i neenv ann aiinerini
nr,nain use
in the treatment of colds and croon
week, says the Advocate, from tho Illi- dressed to people now In tho spirit
i nr. Kings ISew Discovery for Conhas won for it the approval and praise
nois mine at Kingston. It was des- iiiiiu or wno nave removed to other sumption, Coughs and Colds, have given it
ha received throughout the United
7 our u-- minion trial bottles of states
tined for the I'ueblo smelter.
sections of the country. This demon
In many foreign lands. For
I h's areat medicine!
and
hava
iha
autia. sale by and
two
great
rumies
minga:
many
a
K. D tioodall, druggist.
1 i.e goat men of the
Valley ennnges nave
faction of knowing it has absolutely
In
place
taken
popu
our
section have been troubled very much
Ul nUlrVIHMfl rAHtfl
tllllUF.rlIM.1
lauon within the liutt two or three VillfU
of late by mountain lions, and the ter- years,
AKthtni Hrnnrhliia II
There are a lot of Hut Then people
and
the
maillnae,.i
lista
of
ritorial bounty for Hon sculps has been logue houses
diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs When they say anything good about
are
In
sadly
of
re
need
reinforced by private subscriptions.
are surely curea by it. Call on llrowne- vision.
they always add : "Hut then .
Aianzanare i. o , and Murphey & an others,
The IxirclHliurg Liberal says there
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The big eight Inch well uuiue guaranieea, or price refunded.
bers. According to the authority boring
Iiulomit-tblwill and irpmnii una an.
machine was nut In nl
quoted, they are Sheriff Scott and De- day.
The geographer of ail men should be ergy are pot lound where stomach,
and la now at work. The site so
tective Thacker. Thty are stronger on
i,iver, rvinneys ana isowela are out of
léete I. ror boring for artesian water worl.lly wise.
siHipectlng than on arresting."
order. If you want these qualities and
is about 200 yards north of th
success they bring, use Dr. King's
the
Henry Ilrlxner, architect, mill build slun well sunk sixteen years ago and
An American Railroad In China New Life I'llla. The llavelnn
er and contractor, has been awarded niiicn nas ueen flowing steadily ever
of brain and body. Only 25c at
the contract to make the necessary since. This old well ..
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reiten Drug Co. and
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Kort liayard, which la to be used hero-afte- r plated. The company has all tho nec- Cliliia, a distance of nearly 7uO miles
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to a na
aa a government
sanitarium. essary machinery and is prepared to tion's prosperity, health la still more Colic, t bolera and Diarrhoea Hemedy
to
sink
a
depth
of
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feet if an am- ururworj.
8. It. Fulcher, who lives near Artec,
a sica man can l make in me treatment or Dowel complaints
has 150 stands of bees, and will Bhlp ple supply of flowing water la not ob- money If there are a thousand rail- has made it standard over the greater
tained
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reaching
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that depth.
roads. Une of the reasons
h nmrr. Dart of the rlvilizeri wnrld
about 4,000 or 6,000 pounds this year,
lea Is so progressive is the fact that in by K. I), l oodall, druggist.
the season not being aa favorable as
every drug store is sold Ilostelter
Brave Men Fall
usual. locating In 8au Juan county
eight years ago, he haa conducted the
Victims to stomach, liver and kidney stomach Hitters, that celebrated tonic
Too many people In this world do
apiary ever since. The price of honey trouble as well as women, and all feel for the weak, appetizer for the dyspep.
In Durango, where most of the honey the rest. In in t.gg of appetite, poisotii tic. and sedative for the nervous, hi things tor the sake of an encore.
taken with great success bv thousands
Is marketed, thia fall Is something In in the blood.
of men and women who are run down.
excess of ten cents a pound.
headache and tired, listless,
o
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If you eat without appetite you need health.
At times he suffered great agony.lieari.
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i neii jjrug store. pede the action of the digestive organs,
convalescing condition
Lvery bottle guaranteed.
creates good appetite and digestion,
II. H. Ilardin was home from the
No matter hjw timid a man maybe.
of body and activity of brain.
mountains lHst week, superintending
fome men refuse to marry because strength
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the sinking of
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to take
TO THINK OVER there are 62 fire plug. In the Incorpo- system would be better than company
rated rlty of Iaa Vega, there are 16 your chances with a private
ivtAM- - ,
fire piuca for which the county paya that otherwise would have the cinch.
A Few Facta and Figures on What Muniand which the city will have to pay
For Feopl That Are
cipal Ownrhlp Will Do
two years hence unless a city owned
Tnat New Forest Reierve.
Bies: or "Just JOou't
For Town.
syaietn la put In. Greeley has all the
comNogal,
county
W. M. Clute oi
water she wants for four acres of missioner of Lincoln county, In discus- I'eol Woll."
ONLY OKI foil A
parks; this city could not Ret enough sing the proposition to organise a for- Siwiam Ptiwpi, eur NdrH. DOll.
Ortpoptla s4
A few works ago the writer In conr l.f mA
2ft rti
lies at
paying
an
even
Ctttttt.
water
exorbitant
after
was
county,
K.
Lincoln
in
est reservation
U Hewett
versation with President
bauipiM
Or. Bourne Ca. 1'hlle. i'a.
addrwa
tnt,
of th Normal University learned that price for It to raise trees and grow recently quoted aa saying:
than an alfalfa field
"The proposal is simply an outrage.
the little town of Greeley. Colo.. had anything better
A FLAG PRESENTED.
n excellent water service and ob- which this year produced aa much Lincoln county has now for the first
without any water, as In time In Its history a chance to develop
tained frim that gentleman the ad- alfalfa hay,
a
paid
years
city
when
progrow,
former
the
is
it
Its
resources
and
city,
for
and
of
Historic
Max
Clark
that
of
Carleton Post Presented With
J.
dress
of our
Banner.
the purpose of securing full Informa- big price for what It did not get.la Ita posed to take fully
the west side park
most valuable land and lot It lay Idle.
tion regarding the Greeley water sys- Is true that
(Sunt Ke NvK Mexican. 1
tem. The letter was referred by Mr. beautiful spot, and Is watered from the The land proposed to be set aside covtownships of
ers nearly thirty-seveCharles A. Kchourlch has presented
Clark to the superintendent of water A. P. Co's. mains but It must be borne
goes
mind that an eight Inch main
thirty- six square miles each or in a fine flag to Carleton post, G. A. R..
works. Mr. M. P. Henderson .of that In
by this park and there Is always water round numbers something over two which hsd waved over the grsve of
eltr. who courteously furnlsnod
flow
from
water
won't
thousand square miles, nearly all of
Challes Dent, a grandschedule of water rates established there when the
the country on both sides of the rail- father of Mr. Scheurlch. As will be
by ordinance at that placo. The let- scarcely a hydrant on the east side.
city
pipe:
this
Inch
creeley
hau
twelve
and
road line and along the Rio lion to
remembered, llent was the first Amer
ters are as follows:
east of the bridge Is furnished with Eagle Creek, which Is among the best ican governor of New Mexico and fell
1899.
Greeley. Colo.. Sept.
pipe.
Inch
from
a
water
of
we
nave.
farming
sit
land
The
In tne Taos massacre.
Ills grave Is
Dear Kir: Mr. J. Max Clark handed
THE SIZE of the GREELEY calling It a forest reserve Is ridiculous In the National cemetery In this city.
me your letter of the 6th Inst, with the
andCARRYINU
P1PKH
on
timber
of
a
as
not
is
stick
there
request that I answer the same. The
the
Carleton post acknowledged
the greater part of It. The vast Car- - present in the following letter from
original cost of our works was $5,000, THK WATKIl.
(1 nenes four miles of sewer;
Greeley
Nogal
Included
below
is
Izozo
flat
probably
S.
Just
Adjutant
W.
Fletcher:
r.lnce which time we added
In it. There Is hardly a single tree on
'I am Instructed to Inform you tnat
$15,000 more In Improvements. The La Vegas doesn t flush a foot.
purposes
city
grass
snme
for
service
for
nothing
Is
plains,
The
tue
but
whole
plunt
a
meeting
at
running
of
the
of
Carleton post. G. A. It..
annual cost
paying the cattle that range there. On the held last night, it was unanimously
about $4,000. 1 enclose you our sched- which Greeley receives, without
ule of rates. On this we collect more- a cent. If bought from the A. I. Co., mountain Blue a few trees are found, agreed that it would accept the custo
A. P. Co. could de but in nothing like a sufficient quanti- dianship of the very beautiful Unite i
than enough to pay the running ex- granting that the something
which It ty to justify calling them a forest. States Hag tendered by you to the post
ponaos and our revenue Is Increasing liver tne Roods,
every year. Any further particulars has not been able to do for years, and They are scattered around In small for safe keeping. You can rest ascharged
the patches here and there and will never sured that It will be tenderly cared for1,
you deHire I would be pleased to give estimated on the basis
county at present, would cost the city pay for any company to work them. and highly prized. In our post hall
Very Itespt fully,
you.
a
month The only places where timber Is found It will have the post of honor next to
anywhere from $500 to $00
M. P. HENDERSON.
Greeley "never has muddy water;" In any quantities In the limits of the our own banner, and on each coming
Superintendent of waterworks and
Is proposed reserve Is In the White moun Memorial day will decorate the grave
every
Vegas
It
there
time
has
Las
city clerk.
big rain.
a
tains and that Is too high for any ex- In the National cemetery of our paGreeley. Celo.. Sept. Í3. 1899.
people of Greeley "are well tensive working.
The
triotic grandfather, Governor Charles
Dear Sir: In reply to yours of the satisfied;" there Is not a man or wo"Lincoln county's resources are not llent."
win say: Our population Is man or child In Las Vegas but is dis- much In the timber line, but In tne
lth.
about 3.G00; our system la pumping satisfied.
agriculture and mining. The proposed
Albuquerque
from a well, with 350 feet of gauery
The town of Greeley obtains Its reserve will prevent anyone taking
was the biggest day of the
twenty feet down below the surface water from a gallery system and the up any more lana within Its limits,
In the gravel, hence we never have water Is never muddy; me cosi oi and it will have to lay idle and use fair at Albuquerque and the city was
muddy water. Our largest pipe is pumping the water tmounts. probably less. Several of the most Important overllowlng with visitors.
twelve Inches. The city ubos It for to $2,500 year and a stand pipe 30x30 mines, for example, the Vera Crux
The trades display was the most magfire, sprinkling streets and sprinkling Is required. In (he system which the are in the very midst of this district nificent pigeant that was ever witgrass
of
acres
four
of
our park
about
city of Las Vegas proposes to put in The work on' these is bound to bo
and trees; also, for flushing about the water will be obtained from gal- greatly hampered If the proposed ac nessed ou tht streets of Albuquerque.
nfty-twWe
sewer.
have
of
miles
four
leries sad WILL NEVER HE MUDDY; tlon of the department is carried into The line was two miles long and the
fire plugs and one sprinkling wagon. not a cent will be required for pump- effect, for then it will be Impossible bin floats were splendidly gotten up.
Our Interest is 4'j per cent. About ing as nature will furnish all the
octet y
a stick of timber without dan- The Christopher Colombo
$4,000 annually is required for operat- power necessary; a stand pipe will not ger of being prosecuted by the United eclipsed all others but the railway shops
ing expenses; $2,000 is placed In the be needed and even a reservoir may States."
were a close second.
Four bands,
sinking fund yearly. The only reser- be dispensed with.
cavalry, the New Mexico Na
voir Is an Iron stand pipe on the hill
The fixed charges of operating exMora Happenings.
outside of town, 30x30 feet, which penses and Interest which Greeley has
tional guard, many of the secret orders
catches the overflow. Our people are to meet, with $2,000 a year put In
ne der'h of Mr. Cordova and fam- and all the principal factories aid
i
well satisfied with the plant but. of the sinking fund amounts to $9,800 a ily near Guadalupita, haa caused
course, many would like a gravity sys year: the nxea charges or a city dwellers under clay roofs to tremble; business houses were admirably repre
Yours, etc..
tem.
owned plant In Laa Vegas. If it takes they are examining their ceilings. sented.
M. U. HENDERSON.
The Alamogordo base ball team made
$150,000 to put It in, and $2.000 a your Hence a general movement for board
City Clerk. Is put in the sinking fund, will amount roofs.
of winning first money by defeat-In-n
suie
Tito Mellendei is moving his sawHere Is a little town with a popu- to not over $10,000 a year.
Albuquerque lirjwus in an Inthe
to a belt of
the
if this city doen not put in Its own mill from Guadalupita
lation of 3,600, less than
game.
teresting
timber near Cleveland.
population of the entire city of Las water system, the taxpayers in two fineAguplto
The tennis tournament advanced to
Abeyta finds himself short
Vegas and 2.000 less than the Incor- years time will be compelled to pay
The matches were very
a of freighters for his lumber. Just the
an additional tax levy of
porated city, east of the river.
everybody is busy harvesting and f.ist. Campbell, hi 1'tso's champion,
It pays $3,G00 in Interest, $4.000 for cent in taxes to pay the A. P. Co. for now
country.
part
of
the
threshing
in
this
operating expenses and lays aside water for city purposes and will have
and was
A coming wedding at El Rito may came perllontdv close to
fund every or no water, or muddy water, as the
$2.000 for a sinking
sure winner In
difficult figure study no lotmrr booked as
more
a
furnish
year. Hence Its Income must be very case may be, as he does now.
singles
than The Optic's recent 18 65 conun- theThe
near $10,000 a year.
ai tractions to be seen on the
If the bonds are voted and the city
Thls$ 10,000 a year Is raised from puts In a system the tax payer will drum. Sargent
midway
and from tbe grand stands
will
visit
daughter
and
Dr.
rentals and the following fig- not have any tax to pay for city pur- Taos this week. The Dr. will visit continued to attract Immense throngs.
was the theater of a very
F.xhihltum
ures taken from the ordinance
poses and in all likelihood will have
mines near there for a couple of tine display ball
the rate to be charged will his water rate cut squarely In twoAND the
of minerals, fruits and
In
Gerónimo.
San
days,
take
then
show the kind of rentals thU sum la WILL HAVE ALL THE PURE WAMr. and Mrs. Freeland hope to see
raised from and also show vhat the TER HE WANTS.
the sunset dance at the Taos pueblo
rates are per year (compared to what
coma
bo
tnwM VITALITY,
will
Admitting that there
next Friday. Hy the way that sunthe Las Vegas people pay:
LOST VIGOR
petitor of the city In the field, Us set dance Is not often heard of by the i
ANO MANHOOD
Ureeley.
Lu Vcgiu.
What Purpnmi.
fact It Is the
city litis a population, Including the Americans, while as
Heii'denee, 1 t 8
east and west sides and the patronage prettiest affair connected with San Cures I in potency, Nlpht Emissions and
Ave. utmtlt 1R
nxuua.
I 7.V)
wasting- - diseases, all effects of self- Ave. ulk.ul fca) that would accrue along the line, three Gerónimo.
'.M
Htor.
times that of Greeley, and with several
ai cj
Cordova spent part of his
IliirU'TKiiep
Charles
abuse, or excess and indisllh HlMMl.
thousand dollars less fixed charges vacation with his people at Cebolla
113
A nerve tonic ami
cretion.
$7.!V
two ,'orgl'S
city
A.
P.
the
Co..
experience
the
meet
two
to
than
weeks'
valley,
has had
fun
fm ! SO '
fa to1N.TJ
Luumlir
Mmm1 bulkier. Urines the
4
need not fear the bugaboo of compe- with pleurisy and severe cold. He will
Irrlgntlnil.lotrml.'VU
pink plow to pale checks and
lloli-- of ft) moms
tition.
answer to roll call In the Normal soWilli llllttl tul
restores the fire of youta.
now,
service
telephone
Monday.
Compare
on
the
next
class
phomore
lie
ami iiMets..... nno.
CymallrtOc per hox;(i boxes
Kt.iKI
with what it was before competition
Miss Rowland and Rev. J. J. Gilrui( Mttire
2U.UD
u
lluknry
entered the field, une can get eight lchrist start for Tp.oa tomorrow. The for frJ.tlO; with a written guaran
Anyone taking the trouble to com- or ten times the service now If he minister will go to Embuda on Mon tee to cure or refund tbe money.
pare the above figures will find that takes both phones than he received be- day, to the meeting of Santa Fe pres
the two bytery.
NEHVITA MEDICAL CO.
the average rute In Las Vegas will be fore and it costs much less forone.
dhnton A Jacksnn Stw CHICACO, ILL.
very nearly twice as much as charged than it formerly did for the
Mr.
carefully.
grow
Think over the above
Advertise so that people will
in Greeley, Colo., and there Is no comFor sale by Mutphty-Va- n
Pettea
parison In the service. In Ureeley, It Taxpayer and Waterpayer and decide where to buy.
Drug Co.. Las Vrgas. N. M.
water
owned
city
a
or
not
will W observed, by the above letters. whether
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HAPPENINGS.

of Interest Gathered Around
Veges nd Vicinlt.

La

f!"M rillAY'8

DAILY.

LOCALS.

Tiilnter are at work on tho new
Nahm residence on ImhikIas avenue.
The Nick Cordova building, corner
Twelfth and National, Is going up rap-IdlThe cool weather last evening Induced a resurrection In general of
overcoata.
The Singer setting machine agency
today received a consignment of sewing machines.
Charley Tamme Is hulldlug a new
lull hoard on the vacant lot adjoining
Essingcr A Judell's store.
The froHt may not have been on the
pumpkin, this morning, but It appeared on tne board sidewalks, all right.
t
machine standA
ing In front of Stearns' grocery store
was demolished lent night by some
oil minded persons.
Complaint ha lately been made to
tho city authorities that the railroad
eroding at Coor's lumber yard is habitually blocked by the trains. The
railroad people promised today to see
to It that the crossing Is kept clear
herea fter.
C. E. Bloom has put In a Webster
gasoline engine at his meat market on
the went side. It Is provided with all
the latest Improvements. He ordered
a sausage machine maker from Kansas
City. Charles believes In keeping up
with the procession.
The order of the Eastern Star at
the meeting held the other evening
decided to hold a social on Monday
evening, October 9. Members of the
Masonic fraternity and visiting members are Invited to attend. Mrs. J. A.
Murray Is the president of the committee on arrangements.
penny-ln-the-slo-

Moore & Riley of Porteles have sold
old steers
and dry cowa to Ixm Sanders of

their two and three year

Lub-.buc-

Texas, at the following prices:
33 for 3s, 123 for 2s and $22 for dry
cows. These are pretty stiff prices.
The cattle to be delivered at the stock
pens at Portales.
J. Soule A Co., attorneys and solicitors of Washington, D. C, have written to parties in this city Inquiring
as to the whereabouts of Wni. lleeka.
colored, for the purpose of turning
over to him a small uum of money
r
left him by his mother. Beekat'
was a servant In the family of
Carlos Carballo, late of the U. 8. army,
when the latter was stat'oned at Fort
years ago.
Union, about twenty-fivAnyone who can furnish the desired
liiloi nmtlon, will please communicate
with the above named attorneys.
mo-ii.e-

ITF-tO-

AIS.

Herman Ilfeld has returned to the
city from the east.
J. M. Abercromble Is In from Anton
Chico and Is registered at the Central
hotel.
Mrs. O. T. Donner and nloce. Mrs.
Joe Wearln, left on No. 22 for Hart-lng-

ETOOK OBOWBB

OPTIC

wherj Mr. Markle purchased a stock
o, noliday and standard goods..
At the Castañeda: C. M. O'Dond,
Dell

Ranch;

h,. 11.

C. A.

Stmlngton, Chicago;

Reed and wife, Chicago; M.
Sr., T. 0. Henri. Demlng.

,

KftAHLIKHICI.

jro

Mrs. Arthur Jordan and Master Nelson went cant on Thursday morning's
train for a mootb's visit. Mrs. Jordan
expects to go as far
as Boston

eat

before her return.
At tho Plana hotel: Mrs. John J.
Parker. Olathe, Kan.; J. Wallace Co.
Mrs. J. J. Cox, Miss Jennie Cox, Sandwich. 111.: 8. It. ilesa, Santa Pe; Mrs.
J. W. Ransom. Ojo Springs.
A. M. Plackwell of the
Co. Is said to be In Ibmton at the
present writing and II. W Kelly, another member of the firm, was In Albuquerque day before yesterday.
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Pasrcnger Conductor Fúgate returned to work today, having returned
from a trip to Denver.
Conductor M. A. Brcnnan has reported for duty again and will resume
his run between Iaa Vegas and Raton.
John I.. Welser will take A. Welti'
place on the atot Springs branch dur5fc
ing the tatter's absence on a visit to
Kansaa Uy.
The Santa Fe railroad company will
WOOL. HIDES, PELTS AND GRAIN.
change the grade between Hatch and
Sellara station to avoid a very steep
stretch of track.
The Albuquerque city marshal reRATON NOTES.
cently "discovered" an opium Joint run
A broken flange on a freight
car
caused a slight wreck near Htarkvnle Taken From tht Columns of the Enter- by Chinese.
prising Reportar,
yeHterday morning and delayed No 1
Crestlno TruJIllo waa not found
passenger train nearly four hours.
Duma and his sister, Misa guilty of murder In the district court
Ttci
Conductor J. V. Juckson who has Mary, went to Denver, Monday, to at Santa Fe.
been working as pilot on the mountain spend the carnival week.
R. H. Gillespie and James Bryant
at Glorieta, will return to I as Vegas
Colonel R, E. Twltchell of Las Vegaa are erecting fine new dwelling house
Veand take a run In and out of
Is attending court hert as representa- on their
gas.
ranches near Ax'.ec.
tive of the A. T. A 8. F. railroad.
A Curious Dream.
Judge La. P. Wilson has moved Into
County Commissioner A. J. Gilmour
The advocates of the water worka his residence in South Raton, which raised 141 bushels of oats on his
proposition are preparing to take off he recently purchased of E. M. Cosner. ranch of two acres near Flora Vista.
their coats and hustle. They swear
One hundred and eighty head of catby the shades of their ancestors that
So many people are leaving Santa
Las Vegaa must go forward Instead of tle were loaded at Dorsey last night,
consigned to J. R. Stoler A Co., Kan- Fe that the aale of railroad tickets was
retrograding.
doubled during the month of SeptemA resident of Ias Vegaa dreamed a saa City.
ber.
curloua dream luKt night. He dreamed
Mrs.
Heltkemp
William
returned
that tne city owned Its own water
Notice.
Tuesday
lust
a
from
visit of several
works and that with an abundant and
of New Mexico, County of
pure supply of water there waa appar- months with her mother In Salt Lake Territory
Mora, as
ent a change all over the town. The City, Utah.
To whom It may concern: Public
parka were seeded to blue grass and
J. A. Wlggs. Jr., manager of the Gar- notice as hereby given that the underthe trees pruned and shrubbery plant- diner coal and coke ovens, rett .Tied signed
administrator of the estate of
ed. Graveled walks were made. Not Saturday from an Important business
George H. Johnson deceased will on
only, this but property owners, having trip in the east.
the flrBt Monday, next November, A.
plenty of water for irrigation, laid out
1)., 18U9
the hour of 10 o'clock a. ra.
""Mra.
In
parks
premises
of
little
front
Laura J. Walsh left Sunday make hisat final
their
report aa such adminIn
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